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NATIONAL INSTITUTEOF STANDARDSAND TECHNOLOGY
 
INTERNALREPORT
 

COMPUTERSECURITY: SELECTEDARTICLES
 

INTRODUCTION 

This National Institute of Standards and Technology Internal Report (NISTIR) presents nine 
articles which represent a wide spectrum of computer security information. The articles 
were selected by the staff of the Computer Security Division, Computer Systems 
Laboratory, at the National Institute of Standards and Technology. The information 
provided is by no means comprehensive; rather the articles offer a quick reference or an 
introduction to a specific security technology. The article "Is your System Safe?" is a 
high-level overview of the Internet worm and addresses ways to correct various system 
vulnerabilities. The article "Computer Viruses and Personal Computers" provides guidance 
on preventing and handling computer viruses. The remaining articles discuss software 
copying, local-area-network security, computer ethics, data security responsibilities, risk 
analysis, and encryption. This publication will benefit computer security managers as well 
as managers and users of information technology. 

The second part of this document contains a reading list prepared by the Information 
Exchange Working Group of the Computer and Telecommunications Security Council, a 
government/industry technical group that was sponsored by NIST from 1987 to 1990. The 
list provides titles, sources, and abstracts of important computer security publications that
were relevant to the council's interests. 

The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) makes no claim or endorsement 
of the information provided. However, as this material may be of use to other 
organizations, NIST is reprinting the articles with permission as part of a continuing effort 
to assist federal agencies in accordance with NIST's mandate under the Computer Security
Act of 1987. 

Questions regarding this publication should be addressed to National Institute of Standards 
and Technology, Computer Security Resource Center, A-216 Technology, Gaithersburg, MD 
20899. Additional copies of this publication may be purchased through the National 
Technical Information Service, Springfield, VA 22161, telephone: (703) 487-4650. 
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IS YOUR 
SYSTEM
 
SAFE?
 

A year 

after a 

worm brought the Internet 

to its knees, the danger 

to. UNIX networks 

still exists 

By Frank Hayes 

arly this year, Cornell University graduate student 
Robert T. Morris was convicted of creating a rogue 
computer program-a "worm"-and releasing it into 

the Internet. When this issue of UNIXWORLDwent to press, 
Morris was still awaiting sentencing. But the evidence that 
convicted Morris brought home the stunning impact of the 
Internet's collapse. 

In all, the worm temporarily disabled as many as 3000 ma
chines on the network, which links UNIX.based computers 
at universities, businesses, and military research facilities. 
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It took days of intensive work (8000 
personnel hours, by one estimate) to
isolate the worm and clear it from the 
Internet. No data was destroyed, but 
realistic estimates of time lost on the 
affected machines range as high as $10
million. 

And, astonishingly,more than a year 
later some of the bugs that Morris' 
worm program exploited still threaten
UNIXusers. 

Could It Happen Again? 
The Internet worm used three major 
means of attack. Two involved flaws 
in the mail system of Berkeley exten. 
sions to UNIX: a problem in the 
sendmail program, and another in 
fingerd. The third was a password-
guessing routine that gave the worm 

It took days of intensive 

work (8000 personnel 

hours, by one estimate) 
to isolate the worm 

and clear it from the 

Internet. 

access to other Berkeley system utili
ties it used to propagate itself. Because 
it depended on these flaws, the worm 
only sucGeeded in infecting computers 
running Berkeley versions of UNIX 
and its derivatives. It was also limited 
to certain kinds of' hardware - DEC 
VAXes running BSD UNIX, and some 
Sun workstations. (See Editor-at-
Large Rik Farrow's article describing 
how the worm did its work.) 

Quick fixes for the problems with 
sendmail and fingerd became 
available almost immediately after the 
worm incident from the teams of pro
grammers at Berkeley and MIT who 
disassembled the worm. And new ver. 
sions of the software have since been 
released by the vendors, plugging the 
security holes. 

But according to UNIX security ex
perts we talked to, some systems on 
the Internet still haven't upgraded 
their software-and far more non-
Internet systems still have the old ver
sions of these programs. 

That's a serious problem, according 
to Beverly Ulbrich, Sun Microsystems' 

46 UNIXWORLD JU:'\E 1990 

PC Viruses, UNIX Worms 

Aworm is a standalone computer 
program that reproduces itself. That's 

in contrast to a virus, which is a program 
section that can copy itself onto other 
programs. Viruses are a widespread 
problem on desktop microcomputers, 
including IBM PC-compatibles and Apple 
Macintoshes. Virus programs on these 
PCs are notorious for corrupting data, 
erasing files, and reformatting hard disks. 
By contrast, the Internet worm-the most 
devastating worm program to hit the UNIX 
community-merely wasted thousands of 
hours of computer time. 

Why do viruses strike PCs, while worms 
hit UNIX networks? PC viruses are typically 
spread on floppy disks; when an infected 
program on the disk is run, the virus copies 
itself onto programs on other floppy or 
hard disks. Viruses are common on PCs 
because of the standardized hardware 
(which allows virus code to run without 
recompilation), and because virtually all 
PCs use floppy disks as their primary way 
of getting software into the computer. 

UNIX machines as a group share neither 
of these risks-but UNIX networks allow 
different avenues of attack. For example, 
the highly developed mail system that links 

product manager for SunOS security. 
Forcing users to upgrade their soft
ware is impossible. "Obviously, the 
most we can do is make people aware 
of the problem:' Ulbrich says. The 
sendmail problem is a case in point. 
Sun distributed a fixed version a year 
ago, but Ulbrich says bug reports con. 
tinue to arrive at Sun-complaining 
about security problems with the old 
version. "It's one of the biggest frus. 
trations we've got;' she says. 

Hoping to change the situation, 
Ulbrich says, Sun is currently devel
oping a program to streamline the pro
cess of convertingbug reports into cor
rected software that's actually on 
users' machines. But it's not as simple 
as sending mailgrams to every Sun 
owner. "When we hear about a prob
lem, we can't just immediately publi
cize it. Wehave to make sure we have 
a workaround or new binaries;' says
Ulbrich. 

Then there's the problem of distrib
uting the fixes once they're available. 
Ulbrichsays Sun is consideringdial-up 
machines, as well as backup telephone 
and fax systems that could be used 
when a rampaging worm has forced 
system administrators to disconnect 
their computers from the outside 

-


many UNIX systems allows unscreened 
messages to enter your system-and, in 
some cases, un screened program code. 
The Internet worm exploited a common 
bug in the sendmail utility that 
allowed a program to be sent as a 
message, then compiled and executed 
on the system that received it. 

In addition, most PCs can only run 
one program at a time-so to be 
executed, the virus code must link 
itself to an application someone is 
likely to use. But multitasking UNIX 
systems allow worms to make copies of 
themselves that run independently-
and without any legitimate user's 
knowledge. 

As a result. while PCs are at risk 
from relatively passive viruses that 
are carried from one computer to 
another on floppy disks, UNIX 
machines are more likely to be 
attacked by worms that actively mail 
themselves to other computers, 
attempt to guess passwords, and 
reproduce themselves as widely as 
possible. 

-F.H. 

world. Sun hopes to have a pilot sys. 
tem in place this summer, she adds. 

Mail Call 
Even when users know new versions 
are available, they're sometimes reluc. 
tant to install them-especially if the 
users have changed the program at the
source-codelevel to add new features. 
Ulbrich isn't convinced that's a real 
reason for not upgrading: "It's a real 

According to UNIX 

security experts, some 

systems on the Internet 

still haven't upgraded 

their software. 

excuse that I've heard;' she says. But 
at least some users disagree. 

Peter G. Neumann, a computer sci
entist at SRI International who also 
moderates an on-line network confer
ence on computer risks to society,says 
he isn't happy with the version of 
sendmail he's got - but he doesn't 
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want to upgrade to a new "safe" ver
sion because it lacks some of the 
functionality he needs.

Nor does Neumann believe a new 
version of the program will really be
secure from attack. "You have to re
member, the problems in sendmail 
have been in there forever;' says
Neumann. The Internet worm de
pended on sendmail having been 
compiledwith the debugging optionin
cluded, but, says Neumann, "It's not 
just the debug option. It used to be 
that anybody could connect to it and 
gain superuser status:' 

Part of the problem, Neumann ex
plains, is that UNIX was designed 
not only with little concern for secu
rity, but originally, with little con
cern for mail, either. "In 1965 there 
was a solution to the sendmail prob
lem in Multics;' he says. In Multics, 
the mail system could only append 
mail messages to the mailbox - it 
couldn't read files or have any other 
access to the system. But when Ken 
Thompson created UNIX as a scaled-
down version of Multics, he didn't in-

Reminding users about 

upgraded vendor soft
ware can be handled with 

e-mail bulletins. 

clude the Multics mail system because
he didn't need mail- UNIX was to be 
a single-user system. When mail was 
later added in the Berkeley extensions 
to UNIX, the implementers used 
superuser-the source of most of the 
sendmail security problems. 

"Think about what you're trying to 
do;' says Neumann. Getting what he 
describes as "good solutions with a lit
tle bit of robustness to them" requires 
intelligent management and coopera
tion among all the users of the many 
UNIX mail networks-and it will still 
only work within reasonable require
ments. "If you want a wide open ex
change between everyone in the 
world, it's a problem. It's a very diffi
cult problem;' says Neumann. 

The Password Problem 

But at least as much of a problem as 
buggy utilities is poor passwords. The 
Internet wonn included a password

48 Ur-iIXWORLD JUNE 1990 

UNIX Self-Defense 

Can your system be infiltrated? You 
can cut down the risks dramatically 

by tightening your policies in just two 
areas: passwords and software updates. 

Easy-to-guess passwords are the 
biggest problems on most systems. Watch 
out for: 

. A password that matches the account 
name. 

. A password of "password;' "passwd:'
 
or no password at all.
 

. The same password used on many
 
different machines.
 

. Easily guessed passwords such as
 
common names.
 

To cut password risks, you should: 

. Use automated checks for bad 
passwords. 

. Keep password files from being 
readable by users. 

. Regularly purge dormant accounts. 
which frequently have simple passwords. 

. Make sure your users know the 
importance of choosing a good password 
and keeping it secret-and how to change 
the password. 

guessing routine that allowed it to 
wonn its way onto at least some ma
chines. And in general, passwords are 
the system of choicefor humans trying 
to break into computers, UNIX-based
or otherwise. 

The Computer Emergency Re
sponse Team (CERT) was set up 
shortly after the Internet wonn inci
dent to monitor problems that could
threaten the network. The CERT Co
ordination Center, at Carnegie-Mellon 
University's Software Engineering In
stitute in Pittsburgh, collects reports 
of computerized break-ins and other 
security problems from users, and reg
ularly issues advisories to system 
administrators. 

Are things more secure since the 
worm attack? "They're better, yes, in 
the sense of knowing what kinds of 
activities are going on;' says Terry 
McGillen,a spokesman for CERT. But 
though CERT keeps better tabs on se
curity problems today (it runs a 
24-hour hotline at 412-268-7090), the
actual number of break-ins seems to 
be rising. 

According to McGillen, there are 
two major sources of problems: break-
ins that guess passwords and those 
that exploit holes in vendors' software. 
Reminding users about upgraded ven
dor software can be handled with 

. Discourage users from leaving for 
the day without loggin.g off. 

Software updates will continue to be a 
problem, although more standardized 
versions, such as System V Release 4, 
may help. In the meantime: 

. Check regularly with software 
suppliers for updates and bug fixes. 

. If your staff has modified utilities, 
document the modifications as completely 
as possible. 

. Make bug fixes-especially for 
security bugs-a priority. 

Most of all, beware of the common 
attitude that security precautions on UNIX 
systems are a waste of time. Open 
systems don't have to be open to attack. 

-F.H. 

e-mail bulletins; improving passwords 
is the tougher problem to deal with. 
"People know they shouldn't do this, 
but they've got too many things to re
member;' says McGillen, "so they use 
their zodiac sign, or their birthdate, or 
their social security number as a pass
word:' Worse still, users will some
times put that same easy-to-remember 
password on all their computer ac
counts. 

Just Your Ordinary Joe 
Russell Brand, a fonner government 
computer security expert, believes 
password security is so lax on most 
systems that even moderate work to 
tighten things up will discourage most 
hackers. In a primer he's developing 
on dealing with computer security 
problems. Brand points out that the 
most commoncase of a poor password 
is what he calls the "Joe:' an account 
where the password is the same as the 
user name. 

Making the user name the password 
makes the password easy to remem
ber-and exceptionally easy to guess. 
Brand says he has never found a sys
tem that didn't have at least one Joe. 
Last summer, he says, "While I was 
testing a series of sensitive systems
where hundreds of thousands of dol
lars were spent to remove security 
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holes, including rewriting a fair frac
tion of the operating system, there 
were Joes:' 

There are simple ways to check for 
Joes and other bad passwords, and to 
encourage users to pick (and protect) 
their passwords more carefully. Unfor
tunately, says Brand, many system ad
ministrators simply believe that sys
tem security is a waste of time. 

Sun's Beverly Ulbrich sees the same 
attitude. Some companies, she says, 
"don't care at all. But it gets important 
as soon as people get hit with a prob
lem. Somebody guesses a password or 
finds a guest account, and the system 
gets broken into,., and then they 
panic:' 

There are simple ways to 

check forbad passwords, 

and to encourage users 

to pick (and protect) 

their passwords more 

carefully. 

Some system administrators do 
seem to take a casual attitude toward 
security. Scott Todd, system adminis
trator at Cadre Technologies in Bea
verton, Ore., has never had a break-in. 
He admits that "I probably run the 
least secure network of any of the sys
tem administrators I knoW;'and says 
of security procedures, "they waste 
time and they waste other people's 
time:' But Todd carefully screens new
software that's introduced into his net
work of 40 Sun workstations, and be
cause his network is only a mail site, 
he knows he's protected from attacks 
such as the Internet worm. And though 
he takes no special precautions for 
password security, he says, "We're a 
small site; as we get bigger I may have 
to pay more attention to that:' 

Another system administrator, who 
asked not to be named, is currently 
building a much larger UNIX system 
at a major financial services company, 
and he's substantially more concerned 
with security. Like Todd, this adminis
trator says: "Internet is not an issue 
with us. This is going to be a commer
cial network, so ours is going to be 
pretty tightly wrapped:' 
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How the Worm Turned 

On Wednesday night, November 2, 
1988, Cornell graduate student 

Robert T. Morris released his worm into the 
Internet. The worm was intended to spread 
itself quietly throughout the network by 
guessing passwords and exploiting bugs 
in e-mail and other networking utilities. 
But the program's explosive growth-
and the reactions of baffled system 
administrators trying to protect their 
systems-virtually shut down the network 
for two days. 

The worm was first introduced into a 

VAX 11/750 atthe MIT Artificial Intelligence 
Laboratory at about 8 p.m. (EST) on 
Wednesday night. Within an hour it had 
spread across the country through the 
Internet e-mail system. At 6:24 p.m. (PST) it 
infected a computer at the Rand Corp. in 
Santa Monica, Calif. At 7:04 p.m. (PST), it 
infected a major network gateway at the 
University of California at Berkeley. Fifty 
minutes later, the worm reached machines 
at the University of Maryland and Cornell 
University, and less than an hour after that 
it had attacked virtually every susceptible 
machine on the Internet. 

The worm also made multiple copies of 
itself in every computer it infected-so 
many copies that eventually work on each 
infected computer ground to a halt, as 
the machines spent most of their time 
executing copies of the worm program. 

At the University of Utah, the VAX 8600 
that serves as the central machine for 
the computer science department was 
infected at 9:49 p.m. (MST). By 10:06 p.m. 
the multiplying worms had rendered the 
system completely unusable. At 10:20, 
system programmer Jeff Forys cleared the 
system of worms; by 10:41 it had become 
unusable again. At 10:49, Forys shut down 
the computer entirely, then restarted it. 
At 11:21, the computer was once again 
useless because of re-infestation. In spite 
of continuous efforts to kill the worms, 
nothing-including bringing down the 
entire system-seemed to stop them. 

Because the Internet connects university 
and private researchers with military and 
other government computers, the worm 
quickly spread to sites where highly 
classified work is done, including 
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratories, 
NASA's Ames Research Center, and the 
Army Ballistic Research Laboratory at 
Aberdeen Proving Ground, Md. 

At the Ballistic Research Laboratory, 
staffers initially assumed that the worm 
was an attack on its systems by foreign 

A bigger concern is modems that 
will connect the six to eight file serv
ers and hundreds of PC workstations 
across the country: "The modem is our 

intelligence agents. Michael Muuss, who 
leads the Aberdeen computer systems 
team, later testified: "We have a history 
of foreign intelligence activity on our 
systems, and foreign nations take a great 
deal of interest in the activities of our 
research scientists~' The weapons lab 
disconnected itself from the network for 
six days to make certain that no data had 
been destroyed or modified. 

As it became clear that the worms were 

using the Internet to spread, some sites 
"quarantined" their systems, cutting off all 
connection to the network. The result: 

though those systems may have been 
protected. the quarantine attempts 

crippled the ability of the network to 
send e-mail-including messages about 
how to combat the worms. 

In the early hours of the following 
morning, as teams across the country 
worked on solutions to the worm infestation, 
an anonymous e-mail message was sent 
through the network. The message came 
from Andrew Sudduth, a systems manager 
at Harvard University's Aiken Computation 
Lab and a friend of the worm's author; 
it included instructions for preventing 
further spread of the worm. But though the 
e-mail message was addressed to virtually 
all systems on the network, it was blocked 
for almost two days by a quarantined 
computer. Other messages from teams 
combatting the worm were also delayed by 
the crippled mail system. 

Although the worm was isolated and the 
network cleared within days, the cOllapse 
of the Internet stunned users and system 
administrators alike. It was the most 

graphic in a recent string of incidents 
demonstrating how vulnerable UNIX 
systems are to software sabotage. 

In all, as many as 3000 computers were 
temporarily disabled by the worm, at 
locations ranging from universities to 
military research labs to the National 
Cancer Institute. The New York Times 
reported that at Carnegie-Mellon 
University in Pittsburgh, 80 of 100 
computers were affected; at the University 
of Wisconsin, 200 of 300 machines were 
hit. Though no data was.destroyed. 
one industry association estimated total 
damage in lost work at nearly $100 million. 
More realistic estimates place the cost as 
high as $10 million. 

-F.H. 

first line of defense. If it's off, it's off:' 
he says. And password security will 
be backed up by physical security for 
the computer sites, whit:h will be 
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tightly controlled. But he admits that IBM provides, protecting the network 
for his company, this is new ground: is a challenge. 
"We're traditionally a large IBM shop, 

Open Systems, Open Doors?and I mean large. But UNIX is begin
ning to come in a lot of places:'he says, Is your system safe? Or can you only 
and without the built-in security that protect it from worms and viruses by 
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disconnecting it from all networks and 
phone lines. and carefully guarding it 
against all outsiders? 

As Dennis Ritchie pointed out more 
than 10 years ago: "UNIX was not de
veloped with security, in any realistic 
sense, in mind; this fact alone guaran
tees a vast number of holes:' However, 
there are steps you can take to protect 
against the most common sources of 
invasion (see the "UNIX Self-Defense" 
sidebar/. 

And although security shouldn't be
come a full-time preoccupation for sys
tem administrators. in the year since 
the Internet worm it has become a 
major concern for almost every net-
worked computer system-and that 
means nearly every UNIX system. 
Robert T. Morris has been caught and 
convicted-but the holes and bugs the 
worm highlighted may be the quarry 
of a hunt that will last for years to 
come. 0 

Features Writer Frank Hayes has covered 
the compllter industry for seven years, 

CIRCLE NO. 114 QN INQUIRY CARD 
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Proper assignment of
 
responsibility for data
 

security
 

Robert H Courtney, Jr suggests that the primary responsibility for data 
security should rest with the user community 

Reprinted, with permission, from the February 1988 issue, Volume 7 #1
 
of Computers & Security. Elsevier Advanced Technology, Mayfield House, 256 Banbury Road,
 

Oxford OX2 7DH
 

An analysis of the data security responsibilities within an 
organization is presented. It is proposed that DP manage
ment should not have total responsibility. but that this 
should be shared by staff in the functional areas to ensure 
cost-effectiveness and viability. By assessing organization 
structure and data integrity. a clearer picture emerges of the 
roles and responsibilities of individual staff members. 

Keywords: data security. cost-effectiveness. data integrity. 
organization structure 

Data processing management should not have primary 
responsibility for data security. Although adequate 
data security often depends. at least in part. on controls 
which must be implemented and maintained by the 
DP staff. identification of the need for most security 
controls and their cost-justification should be the 
responsibility of other people who are in better 
positions to do them than are the DP staff. These 
assertions are derived from our frequent opportunities 
to observe in operation each of several pertinent
factors. 
. Security is a people problem. Most of the losses 

anributable to computer-related data security 
problems are contributed by people in the functional 
areas supported by the DP organization and who 
are not on the DP staff. These people are best 
controlled hy their immediate management and not 
by the data processing organization. 

River Road. Pon Ewen. New York 12406. USA 

.	 Most DP directors have linle opportunity for first
hand knowledge of the real consequences to the 
organization of accidental or intentional modifi
cation. disclosure. destruction. or delay of the data 
on which the functional areas of the business are 
dependent. Thus. the DP management is in a much 
poorer position than the functional area manage
ment to assess the cost-benefit relationships needed 
to justify the implementation of appropriate business 
controls. including data security measures. 

. DP directors are rarely measured in terms of the 
adequacyoftheirdata security program. If they have 
primary responsibility for data security. they will he 
blamed for most detected security lapses even 
though they will usually have had little or no ability 
to detect or avoid them. They will not be appreciated 
for their success in providing security. Successes in 
security are nonevents. Security failures are always 
more readily recognized than are successes. 

The greatest single barrier to the achievement of a 
cost-effectivecomputer security program is the improper 
placement of responsibility for data security. The 
assignment of that responsibility to the DP area which 
does not have management control over the peQple 
causing the problem. which is rarely in a position to 
recognize flawed data as an indicator of a security 
problem. and which is in a poor position to assess the 
consequences to the orga nization of security lapses is 
usually a poor choice indeed. 

The data processing management must have primary 
responsibility for the protection for the resources under 
their direct control. For example. only the DP manage
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ment is in a position to lead the development of 
contingency plans for centralized data processing 
facilities. Because they must take the lead in contine:encv 
planning and in assuring the physical safety of the 
facilities under their immediate control. it does not 
follow that there is supporting rationale for the 
assignment to the DP area of responsibility for all data 
security. 

The managers of the functional areas supported by 
data processing should have primary responsibility for 
the security of their respective data aggregations. They 
should identify needed controls with the help of those 
with competence in specific security areas. such as the 
physical security specialists, the buildings and ground 
staff, and the DP management. but they should retain 
responsibility for the security of the data on which their 
functions depend. 

The user manager should provide the cost-justifi
cation for the controls they need. Where at all possible. 
particular security needs should be charged back to the 
respective areas generating those costs. The high 
security costs of some areas should not be a burden to 
all users. Distribution of those costs to all users without 
regard to the specific security needs of the respective 
areas often leads to a somewhat exaggerated specifi
cation of those needs by some users. 

If users must specify and pay for security controls. 
there is reasonable hope of achieving balance in the 
overall approach to data security. If they ask for too 
much security. it costs too much. If they ask for too
little, thev risk losses attributable to them as a result of 
not having defined their security needs adequately.
Further, the internal audit function should see that the 
control requirements have been defined by the users 
with adequate rigor and without neglect of important 
security considerations. 

PROBLEM LOCI IN RELATION TO THE 
ORGANIZATION CHART 

Figure I depicts the relative sizes of the major 
computer security problem categoriesl. It is apparent 
that losses due to mistakes greatly exceed the losses 
attributable to the other causes. Further, the two largest 
problem categories are mistakes and dishonest 
employees* which have these important characteristics
in common: 

8While it is fairly difficult to gather data on computer-related crime. 
it is almost impossible to compile data on losses due to mistakes 
through .:ompilations and analyses of incidenr repons. Our data. 
whi.:h indicate belWeen fifry and eighry percent of the 5eCuriry losses 
attributable to mistakes. result from a survey of 2500 organizations 
whi.:h were requested to rank the loss categories and provide gross 
relari\'c quantifi.:arions for them. We have been more su"essful in 
assessing the effect of ,ontrols on mistakes than we have bcc:n in 
measuring rhe total losses attributable to Ihem. Nevenheless. we are 
quile 'onlidenl that our 50-1«1%spread b greal c:nough 10 conlain the 
proper 3pl'0monmcnt oflosses to Ihar cllcgory for mosl organlzallon" 

Outsiders 
Infrastructure 3% 

loss 
8'/, 

Water 
5% 

Mistakes 
65% 

Figure 1. Compurer securiry problem ranking as percenr
age of all DP security losses 

. It is often difficult to tell whether somethinl!: 
improper was done accidentally or intentionall~~ 
that is, into which of these two categories a particular 
problem should be placed. 

. The most important controls are often equally 
applicable to both categories. Controls directed 
specifically at one of these two categories almost 
always have a proportionately equal effect on the 
other. This interrelationship fonns the basis for our 
conviction that the crooks will never win over the 
incompetents in any competition to see who will 
cause the greatest damage to data. 

.	 The people contributing the greatest portion of the 
losses attributable to these problems are rarely in 
technical roles but most commonly. work in the user 
areas of the organization. 

.	 Problems in both of these categories are frequently 
neglected in favour of concern for externally 
originating, more intellectuaIly challenging and 
potentiaIly less embarrassing problem sources. 
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.. .. 
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Figure 2. Computer-relarl'd I!mploYl!etheft a.sfimcrioll l?( 
wage h'I'l!ls 
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Figure 2 relates computer-supported theft by employees 
to their respective salary levels. As the figure shows. 
slightly more than 80% of the theft by computer was 
contributed by emp'loyees in the fourth and fifth salary 
quintiles. i.e. in the bottom 40% of the wage scale. The 
great majority ofthese people are clerical employees in 
data entry, file maintenance. and query responses
while most of the others are lower level administrative 
and operational employees. 

Losses to persons in the first salary quintile. the most 
rapidly growing group. are in second place.. Even 
though the losses in this employee category are growing 
rapidly. now. we estimate. at about 18% per year. this 
groWth rate will not be maintained and those losses will 
not approach. except in some very unusual and 
probably localized circumstances. the losses to the 
employees in the lower 40% of the salary range". 

The people best equipped to mount the more 
sophisticated intrusions into the data processing 
complexes. who are most often described in the general 
and trade press as posing a major security threat 
because of their technical strength. report to the data 
processing management and are usually in the second 
and third salary quintiles. Contrary to conventional 
wisdom. these people are responsible for only a very 
small portion of employee theft through misuse of the 
data processing resources, To the extent that we have 
security problems presented by the technically strong 
employees. they usually do not involve theft but more 
commonly reflect a desire to do harm to the organization 
as a result of morale problems of one type or another. 
There is a striking correlation berween the amount of 
damage done by technically oriented data processing 
people and the imminence of such potentially disruptive 
events as mergers. acquisitions. and divestitures. which 
threaten the stability of the current OP organization. 
This aspect of computer security. unlike the overall 
data security problem. is best controlled by the OP 
management to whom those people report. 

The people contributing the major losses shown in 
our figure are. for the most part. not on the DP staff; 
they work in the OP user community. No control which 
limits the resources to which they have access will be 
very effective in controlling their misconduct because 
they abuse the resources to which they must have 

.These data came from the histories of I 474 cases of wmputer. 
related theft or malicious damage in the three years ending August 
31. 1987. We cannot know what ponion of the total number of such 
cases these represent. but we do believe that they wnstitute a 
statistically significant sample. Although we have data gathered over 
II years. we do not include those earlier data because they are not 
descriptive of today's operating environment. ..For the first several years we gathered data on this subject and 
observed a very low theft rate by people in the highest salary quintile. 
We naively anributed this to the greater integrity of those more senior 
people. We did not give adequate wnsideration to their lack of 
technical competence in our gathering of data on wmputer.related 
crime. That situation is now changing rapidly as the number of on' 
line PCs in the upper echelon offices continues to increase. 
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access to get their assigned work done. On the other 
hand. the problems that they contribute can usually be 
managed into submission by appropriately chosen 
combinations of personal identification. logging. and a 
carefully planned and intelligent processing of those 
logs. 

ASSESSING DATA INTEGRITY 

The usefulness or relative value of data are usually 
heavily dependent upon the integrity of those data. But 
the accuracy of this statement is. in turn. wholly 
dependent upon the acceptance of a definition of 
integrity which does not imply perfection. Integrity 
should not be used to mean completely free of flaws. a 
condition which is usually unachievable in any 
realistic. cost-effective OP environment 

Whether we are discussing data. people. systems or 
programs. we have found it convenient to define 
integrity as 'the property of being no worse than 
thought to be', A system does not have to be perfect to 
have integrity; it need only be no worse than we think it 
is. i.e. free of unpleasant surprises. We can often do 
good work with some rather poor people. but only if we 
know just how poor they are. Similarly. we often work 
quite comfortably with data that are far from perfect 
provided only that we know what the limitations are on 
the accuracy. completeness. timeliness. and privacy of
those data. It is when the data are worse than we think. 
that is. when their integrity is impaired. that we most 
commonly encounter trouble using them. 

If we need to know the integrity of our data for them 
to be fullv useful. who is to have the role of assessing 
that integrity. of specifying the degree of degradation 
that can be tolerated. and finally. of specifying the 
controls necessarv to the realization of the needed 
integrity goals? Th'e very important answer. and the one 
which is fundamental to the notions presented here. is 
that only the management of those functional areas 
using those data are ordinarily in a position to make 
those determinations. including assessments of the 
cost-benefit relationships berween losses and the cost
of the controls necessarY to the realization of the 
required integrity. . 

The information about the data integrity require
ments of each user area can be developed. documented 
and presented to others who might then be responsible 
for data security, but this will not work well. It dilutes 
the responsibility for security. It also virtually assures 
some intentional warping of the data presented to the 
security staff to induce them to do what the users want
them to do. 

The data processing staff are rarely in a position to 
evaluate the quality of data. to determine what the 
quality is and what it needs to be. to see whether 
specific fields are correct. whether they have heen 
neglected. or whether they have been manipulated in 
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support of an attempted theft. Thus. it is inappropriate 
that the DP staff be put in the position of detining the 
controls through which such problems can be identified
and minimized. 

WORKABLE ASSIGNMENT OF 
RESPONSIBILITIES FOR COMPUTER 
SECURITY 

In the table immediately below are listed some of the 
more important tasks necessary to a reasonably 
complete computer security program. For each we have 
provided an indicator of which group. the DP statTor 
the users. should be in the best position to do the work 
described. We recognize that the user community in 
any particular company may today be totally unpre
pared to do many of the things we have said are best 
done by them. but that condition can be. and in several 
more progressive companies has been. rectified. 

Security factor	 Best done bv 
User areas Dj> statT 

1.	 Estimating the cost of X
 
technical security
 
measures. such as
 
logging. access control.
 
back-up of secondary
 
storage. etc
 

2.	 Contingency planning 
(a)	 Provision of data x
 

on consequences
 
of disruption
 

(b)	 Preparation of X 
plan 

3.	 Data integriry X
 
requirements
 

4.	 Value of controls in X
 
terms of displaceable

loss 

5.	 Source of information X
 
and general guidance
 
in all technical aspects
 
of computer security.
Assistance to users 
in understanding 
technical security
 
exposures
 

6.	 Human factors aspects. X
 
including need for and
 
probable effectiveness
 
of controls for holding

individuals accountable
 
for each record entered.
 
modified. or read
 

7.	 Need for data X
 
classification program
 
(in conjunction'with
 
Legal Department)
 

8.	 Devising a data X 
classification program 
(in conjunction with 
Legal Department) 

9.	 Evaluation of data to X
 
detect errors and
 
intentional misconduct
 

X10.	 Controlling security-

related misconduct by
 
user-area employees
 

11.	 Controlling security- X
 
related misconduct by

DP staff 

12.	 Preventing damage X 
from technical
 
intrusions by outsiders.
 
such as through in-dial
 
ports. wiretapping. etc.
 
as may be cost-justified
 
by users
 

13.	 Installing, maintaining, X
 
and administering

access control
 
programs. such as
 
RACF. ACF2. TOP
 
SECRET. DB Secure.
 
and Guardian
 

14.	 Determination of who X
 
is to access what data
 

15.	 Integrity of softWare X
 
developed in-house or
 
which they have been
 
asked to evaluate 

Primary responsibility for the security of data should 
be placed. by corporate policy. with the respective 
functional areas which are the principal users of each 
data aggregation. As we have noted above. they are in 
the best position to assess the importance of those data 
to the whole enterprise. to assess the consequences of 
any loss of data integrity, to control the people who 
have the greatest influence on data integrity. and who 
are responsible to the corporate management for the 
successful conduct of the functions supported by those
data. 

Secondary responsibility should be placed on those 
to whom access to data is given by those with primary 
responsibility. Secondary responsibility entails 
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mandatory compliance with the security guidelines 
established by those with primary responsibility for 
those particular data. 

The data processing organization should have only 
custodial responsibility for the data which are under 
their direct control so that they can provide safeguards 
agreed upon with those having primary responsibility. 
In addition. the data processing organization should 
establish a Computer Security Competence Center 
with a size appropriate to the needs of the particular 
organization. This group should have the following 
roles and responsibilities: 

.	 Provide advice and consultation to the user com
munity on computer security maners. 

. Maintain awareness of the state-of-the-art in 
computer security through professional organiza
tions and peer contacts so as to bring early 
awareness to the D P staff and the users of significant 
developments in both security measures and evolving 
problem categories. 

. Administer the access control package(s) which run 
on facilities under control of the DP organization. 
In this role. the administrator will only permit access 
to those persons authorized access by those with 
primary responsibility for data security. 

. Take leadershipresponsibilityfor determining.by 
working with the user areas and the Legal Depart
ment. the need for a data classification programme. 
If one is needed. take the lead in developing one that 
satisfies the potentially diverse needs of the user 
community. 

. Develop an Employee Data Security Awareness 
Programme which will adequately sensitize 
employees to the importance of their. cooperation in 
the corporate data security program. 

. Develop educational programmes for user-area 
manaeement in the use of currentlv available audit 
packages for the critical review and evaluation of 
their data. These users need to be able. whenever 
possible. to detect data integrity problems before 
they become any more costly than necessary. This 
maner is complex and quite beyond the scope of this 
particular paper - but it is nevertheless very 
important. 

.	 Extract from the user community sufficient infor
mation about the dependence of each on the 
continued availability of their data and of the means 
of processing them and about the economic conse
quences to the enterprise of their loss forming a 
basis for the fonnulation of a contingency plan. 
Again. a complete discussion of contingency 
planning is beyond the scope of this paper. but it 
should be made clear that responsibility for the 
development of contingency plans for facilities 
under control of the data processing organization 
should be with this group. 

.	 Develop an educational programme which provides 
guidelines in PC security. including back-up and 
recovery. for the whole enterprise. 

CONCLUSION 

Every experienced reader will realize that what has 
worked well for others will not necessarily work well in 
his particular situation. The plea here is not for 
complete emulation of what others have done success
fully in establishing responsibility for data security. but 
only recognition of the factors which int1uenced those 
who have been successful in establishing workable. 
relatively unobtrusive and yet credible computer 
security arrangements in their organizations. 

Experience in consulting on computer security with 
a few hundred companies in a quite diverse array of 
industry areas leaves one completely convinced that 
the primary responsibility for data security must. in 
almost all companies. be with the user community if it 
is to be realistic. adequately comprehensive. and cost-
effective. There is an important computer security role 
indeed for the data processing organization. but that 
role should not include seeking or accepting primary 
responsibility for the security of the users' data. 
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Assessing Security
 
WHEN IS A LAN AT RISK,AND..HOW MUCH CAN A COMPANY LOSE? 

Reprinted, with permission, from the February 1990 issue of LAN Magazine. 
All rights reserved. 

by Peter Stephen80n 

Hiring a security consultant be
fore you need to rescue your 
data from a virus can be far less 

costly than hiring that consultant after 
the virus has done its dirtywork. And, if 
you call the right specialist, you may 
hear some things about security that 
will surprise you. For example, the 
consultant might tell you that 75 per
cent of the protection you need is 
administrative, not technical. You may 
also find out that a reasonable invest
ment in a streaming' tape backup 
system could avoid serious loss. The 
most important question the consulant 
will ask you is: Why do you think you 
need more security on your system? 

Exposure Assessment 
Security frequently is compared to 

locking a door in your house, Certainly 
that is an apt comparison in some 
cases. However, I lived in a small town 
in Michigan for years and never locked 
my house. I can't recall a robbery in 
that rural community during the time I
lived there. But when I moved to the 
Detroit area, It was a far different story. 
Everything gets locked. Twice. 

The level of security I needed was 
based on risk and exposure. In the 
small midwestern town, my risk was 
not great. Everyone knew everyone 
and crime was not an issue. The risk 
went up when I moved to Detroit. In the 
small community, my exposure was 
limited; I had one computer and It 
wasn't worth the trouble to steal. Also, I 
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lived in an apartment. A burglar would 
have had to break Into my home by 
passing several other apartments, 
some of which had snoopy neighbors 
watching every move in the area. Bythe 
time I moved to a house in the city, I had 
a lot more equipment to lose and fewer 
neighbors to keep watch. So I was not 
only at greater risk, I was more 
exposed. 

Security begins with an honest 
assessment of what you can afford to 
lose and how likely you are to lose It. 
Let's start with what you can afford to 
lose. Government agencies have esti
mated that It can cost $2,000 per MBof 
lost data to replace data after an 
intrusion or accident (accidents cost 
users a lot more data than intruders 
do). But If your data Is trivial and well 
backed up, is It really necessary to go 
to great expense to protect It? Data 
loss could be limited to one work day if 
you back up properly. 

Furthermore, if data resides on a 
LANof fewer than 20 workstations with 
no connection to the outside world, 
how great is your exposure? The truth 
is that your risk and exposure are likely 
to be greater due to careless users 
than determined crackers. 

The first question to ask yourself 
when assessing your risk is: At what 
point is it more expensive to reenter 
lost data than it Is to prevent the loss? If 
you can recreate a week's worth of 
data entry in a half hour, It probably 
doesn't make a lot of sense to spend 
thousands of dollars on sophisticated 
security and backup equipment. But If 
you have very heavy data entry, loss of 
a half day's input could be disastrous. 
Almost any reasonable cost to prevent 
loss would be justified. 

How about exposure? The box 
lists Questions to help you determine 
how exposed your data is to loss. Other 
exposure factors not listed might be 
peculiar to your Installation. Physical 
office layout can have a big impact. Not 
only does do intruders play a part In 
exposure, but also the cleaning 
crew-it could hit the server power 

cord with a vacuum cleaner and crash 
your LAN while the night crew Is 
entering data. 

Ifyou get the idea that a big part of 
risk and exposure assessment Is a 
combination of common sense and 
heading Murphy off at the pass, you're 
very close to the target. It's a fact of life 
that more data is lost and damaged 
through carelessness than through 
planned intrusion. 

LAN Babysitting 101 
As the network supervisor, you 

have 100 percent of the responsibility 
for keeping your data secure. Once you 
formulate a realistic assessment of 
your risk and exposure, you need to put 
together a security plan. Remember 
that a part of any risk and exposure 
assessment Is political. The issue may 
be less what you feel your company can 
afford to lose and more what your boss 
feels the company can lose. Manage
ment never wants to lose any data. You 
know you can afford a certain level of 
loss before it begins to make sense to 
spend money to prevent It. Err on the
side of conservatism. 

While you may be correct in YO:Jr 
assessment of normal conditions, con
ditions are rarely normal. Workers get 
sick, power goes funny, equipment 
fails, all at the time when you have to 
replace lost data. Give yourself a bit of 
slack as you plan for security. It's a law 
of nature that you'll need 11. 

When you've built your security 
plan, write It down. Every network with 
more than 10 users should have a 
written security manual. Two reasons 
are behind this necessary step. First, 
with a security manual, you do away 
with any Questions about how the 
network Is to be run and how to recover 
from a disaster. Second, creating such 
a manual Is a step toward taking 
network administration more seriously. 
Because most data loss Is accidental, It 
follows that accidents can be mitigat
ed, Ifnot prevented, when users have a 
healthy attitude toward LAN security. 

Now the hard part starts: enforce-
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ment. That's a very strong word for a 
simple. nonthreatening concept that 
boils down to positive attitude reenfor
cement. The network administrator is. 
in most cases. a babysitter. He or she 
spends a lot of time teaching, hand-
holding, and Inconspicuously watching 
network users. Developing positive 
attitudes about safe computing is one 
of the most important parts of the LAN 
supervisor's job. When the administra
tor fails to do that part.of the job well. 
the rest of the job is far more difficult. 

After Groundwork, Action 
Now that we've set the stage, let's 

address the threats, risks, and expo
sures with guidelines to keep your 
network safe. A rule of thumb is never 
risk more than you can affOrd to lose. 
Now we'll return to our exposure list 
and answer some of those questions 
the way you should be able to if your 
LAN is secure. By secure I mean within 
the context of your level of acceptable 
risk and exposure. There are no (or, at 
least. very few) absolutes when it 
comes to answering the questions. 

How well trained are yuur uaera? 
Training Is key to good network 

administration and safe computing. An 
unbelievable amount of data is lost or 
corrupted because Inexperienced us
ers made errors that could have been 
prevented by training. Often preven
tion comes from simply knowing what 
they can and can't do on the network. 
Every new user should read the com
pany security manual. The manual 
should be reread periodically as a 
refresher. 

Often the ability to avoid data loss 
starts with the recognition that some
thing has gone wrong. Users are your 
best observers of network perfor
mance. They need to be trained so that 
they can be network assets, not 
liabilities. 

"Magic key" sequences should be 
avoided unless a solid menu system is 
in place on your LAN. Users should 
understand their computing environ
ment, not just the keystrokes to do a 
job. 

How many users do you have? 
The larger the network, the greater 
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the exposure. When LANs grow larger. 
it Is a good Idea to have workgroup 
administrators. With many users. you 
need greater security and more strin
gent controls on how the network is 
used. 

'a your data organized on a need-
to-know baai.? . 

This may be the most Important 
question affecting exposure. The best 
security against common accidents 
and errors is to keep users out of data 
they have no reason to use. This is a 
two-level task. First. it applies to data 
segregation based on the employee's 
right to the information. Second. it 
Implies that novices should be limited 
to the areas in which they are thor
oughly trained. 

The importance of keeping users 
restricted to the data they both need 
and know how to use can't be overem
phasized. Management consultants 
evaluating network administration of
ten find large amounts of data opened 
to corruption by naive users who have 
no need to get anywhere near that 
information. Also. when data and pro
grams are available to all users on a 
large network. deliberate damage by a 
disgruntled employee becomes 
greater. 

Do you interconnect with other 
network.? 

From a technical standpoint. this 
has the greatest potential for introduc
ing damage from intentional or unin
tentional virus attack. The big difficulty 
is that usually there's no way of 
tracking down a virus or knowing that 
it's being introduced until it's too late. 
If you interconnect with other networks 
automatically (polling schemes and the 
like). you need to be careful of where 
executable programs go when they're 
introduced into the system. And you 
need to keep a detailed audit trail of all 
internetwork connections. Know to 
whom you've connecting, when you 
connected, and what happened during 
the connection. 

Also, executable flies (not data) 
must be isolated after they are trans
ferred to your network until you can 
check them for contamination or dam
age. A damaged program can unpre
dictably hang your network. File trans
fers of archived filescan often produce 
unpredictable results when you want to 
unpack the file. 

How high ia u.er turnover? 
When user turnover is high, addi

tionallevels of Isolation for those users 
in sensitive areas is a must. This is one 
of those rare situations that demands 
periodic password changes. 

I have some strong opinions about 
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password changes, by the way~ Con
ventional wisdom says that passwords 
should never be shared and should be 
changed frequently, often by the sys
tem itself. I don't completely agree with 
conventional wisdom: Humans react 
negatively to frequent password 
changes. People tend to move their 
data to the hard disk (il they have one) 
on their own PCs to avoid using the 
LAN If security gets in the way of utility. 
This, of course, is what you don't want 
to happen. 

So if you have a high-user tur
nover, isolate workgroups on the LAN. 
Virtually all network operating systems 
allow the formation of groups. For 
sensitive groups assign a two-level 
password scheme. The first level is for 
the group. The second is for individ
uals. Change the group password 
whenever you suspect a compromise 
or have a turnover in the group. Let the 
users change their passwords when 
they wish. Keep the group passwords 
simple. Discourage putting user pass
words on boot disks, but allow the 
group password to be automated If you 
feel that you have adequate security of 
the boot disks. 

Do you have dial-in or dial-out 
phone lines? 

This is a variation on internetwork-
Ing and carries the same warnings, 
with one exception. If dial-out lines are 
accessible universally, you stand a 
serious risk of abuse. If every user can 
easily dial out on a modem, there will 
be a tendency to connect to Bulletin 
Board Systems (BBS) and other time-
wasting, potentially dangerous 
sources of data and files. You do not 
want uncontrolled downloads of files 
from BBSs, which are a primary source 
of virus infection. Also, many BBS 
systems are toll calls. 

What's the solution when you have 
a legitimate need for dial out? Start by 
using a communications server. A 
communications server is a separate 
machine on the LAN that allows net
work users to connect to the outside 
world through one modem. To make 
this more attractive, you might consid
er a combination facsimile and modem 
board; you have the advantage of 
making both dial out and fax available 
to all network users. 

But here's the catch. Since the 
communications server's use can be 
restricted, you can do two things. First, 
you can restrict who uses It and when. 
Second, you can keep a detailed log of 
all communications server activity. 
With these two controls, those who 
need outside connection can have it, 
under your scrutiny, and you will know 
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what they did use an outside connec
tion and when. 

Ar. dial-out line. acc...ibl. to 
anu..r.? 

Following up on the preceding 
question, the answer to this one is 
usually no. All users rarely need out
side connections. When they do, how
ever, use the communications server 
approach and write scripts that auto
mate (and restrict) the outside num
bers to which users can connect. 

Do you have a procedure for 
.creening new software before it i. 
placed into service on your LAN? 

Never allow a new program, re
gardless of where it came from, on your 
network until you have screened it. 
Screening has several levels. For a 
commercial program delivered from a 
legitimate supplier in its shrinkwrap, 
screening may consist of checking the 
package for damage and installing it. 
For a utility brought In by an employee, 
screening may include a virus scan on 
an isolated PC. 

Never load an executable program 
that isn't delivered directly from a 

commercial supplier. Don't allow disk 
swapping; it's piracy, Illegal, and dan
gerous. Discourage personal pro
grams on your LAN, but If you do allow 
it, screen them for damage or viruses. 
Do your screening on an offline, isolat
ed (standalone) PC. Include such pro
cedures as scanning with antivirus 
programs, .moving the system date 
forward to dates such as April 1, Friday 
the 13th, or Columbus Day, and check
ing flies on the Isolated machine for 
changes in length. 

How many network administra
tors do you have? 

On large LANs, you may need 
multiple network administrators. Net
workadministrators can have a lot of 
power. And. If they are disgruntled, 
they can do a lot of damage. If you must 
use several administrators, grant privi
leges selectively; that Is, avoid global 
privileges for all but the main network 
administrator. Give local administra
tors the privileges they need within 
their work or responsibility areas. Stick 
to the need-to-know rule with adminis
trators and users and you won't go 
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wrong. 
How do your users boot their 

machines? 
There are many ways to boot 

machines on a LAN. Putting the boot 
files on the hard disk is convenient. but 
It's also a good way to Invite unauthor-
Ized use. So. unless your LAN is very 
small. don't give in to temptation. Use 
floppy boot disks and keep them 
secure when not In use. How secure 
goes back to the risk and exposure 
assessment discussed earlier. 

What hardware comprises a typi
cal workstation? 

The ideal workstation. for security 
and utility, is the diskless workstation. 
They can't be force-booted by an 
inside hacker, they tend to have more 
useable application memory, and they 
are usually nice. easy-to-use color 
monitors. They also cost more than 
many PCs and most networks grow out 
of a collection of single-user comput
ers, which are converted for LAN use. 

How can you have your cake and 
eat It too? Ifyou determine that you are 
at risk and highly exposed. make it a 
rule to replace old. dying PCs with 
diskless workstations. When you need 
a new workstation, make it diskless. If 
that's overkill for your situation, limit 
workstations with hard drives to those 
users who absolutely must be oHline 
from time to time. or to server users on 
a peer-to-peer LANwith nondedicated 
servers. 

What is the typical state of user 
morale? 

Low morale demands high securi
ty. After accidents. the most common 
source of damaged, compromised. or 
lost data is the disgruntled employee. 
These folks are very dangerous be
cause they are. in security terms. 
trusted users. They also are often hard 
to ferret out since they rarely signal 
their intentions to intrude company 
data. They also know how to use the 
LAN. 

What applications do you run? 
Database applications are the 

most vulnerable to intrusion. They are 
also the most likely to sustain severe 
loss If compromised. However. indus
trial strength databases often have 
audit trails and Individual passwords. 
Make constant use of audit trails. and 

. use nested passwords in accordance 
with your risk and exposure assess
ment. Remember. people won't use 
applications that are too confusing or 
time consuming to access. So use 
balance to protect your data without 
discouraging authorized access. 

Do you connect to mainframes or 
minicomputers? 

This is similar to the dial-out line 
problem. but not as tough to, handle. 
These connections are, usually, dedi
cated and controlled at the mainframe 
end. A good bet. though, is to include
the connections on the communica
tions server described earlier. If you 
confine all outside communications to 
a communications server or appropri
ate bridge. you'll control access with
out getting in the user's way. 

What is your backup procedure? 
Volumes could be written on how 

to back up your LAN. But it all boils 
down to two pieces of advice: do it and 
use a grandfather system. You should 
back up as frequently as your situation 
demands. That could be several times 
a day in extreme cases. but It should be 
at least daily. 

By grandfathering, you use a 
schedule that insures that you won't 
lose important data, even if you are hit 
by a virus. First, make a baseline 
backup so every file on the LAN is 
backed up. It is the basis you'll use if 
you must restore the entire system. 
Second. make daily backups. which 

you keep until the end of the week, At 
week's end. you do the weekly back up, 
which you keep for a month. Return the 
daily tapes to use for next week's 
backups. 

Now, each month. do a monthly 
backup. which you keep for a year. 
Thus. you have four dailies. On Friday, 
you keep a weekly. At the end of the 
month. you have four weeklies. At the 
end of the year, you have 12 monthlies. 
And you always have the baseline 
backup. Only back up flies that change 
(Incremental backup). Then when you 
need to restore an entire drive. you 
start with the baseline and then update 
with the most recent incrsmental 
backup. If you find a virus in your 
backup, you can move to an earlier 
backup (that's why you grandfather) 
and the worst you'll have to do is 
reenter a month's worth of data. 

Do you have a disaster recovery 
plan? 

It's a subject in itself, but the 
bottom line is, you'd better. Ifyou don't 
have a plan. you'll lose data. It's not if. 
it's when. 
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How do your users view network 
security? 

This is a tough one. If you use too 
much security, your users may avoid it.
You don't want that. Part of the reason 
for a LAN is that you can control the 
data your company uses to keep it pure 
and up-to-date.

The solution is to use as much 
security as your risk and exposure 
assessment demands. Educate your 
users about the level of security you 
deem appropriate. Keep education 
positive and upbeat and. if possible, 
don't provide a place for your users to
offload data and avoid LAN use 
altogether. 

How complicated is your current 
security scheme? 

Continuing in the same vein, the 
least complicated security is used 
consistently. But don't be tempted to 
automate the login process unless your
boot disks are well secured. It's never a 
good idea to include passwords on 
boot disks. though. If you must auto
mate. leave out that one important 
aspect. First. it invites intrusion. Sec
ond. it complicates later changes to 

passwords. 
How clean and consistent Is your 

power?
This Is often overlooked. You can 

lose lots of data with no intrusion or 
user accident If you connect to dirty 
power. Ifyour risk assessment Includes 
dirty power. get .an Uninterruptable 
Power Supply (UPS) for every vulner
able computer. Here again. use your 
risk and exposure assessment to de
cide where you need a UPS. 

Keeping It Your Business 
The bottom line for LANsecurity is 

very simple. Decide what you realisti
cally need in security with your risk and 
exposure assessment and then apply 
the security measures. Have a disaster 
recovery plan and a written security 
document that lays down policies and 
procedures. 

Infuse your users with a sense of 
security and responsibility for the data 
on your company's LAN.Isolate users 
and subadministrators to the data they 
need to use. Perform regular. grand-
fathered incremental backups and 
maintain a detailed audit trail of LAN 

activity so that Ifyou do have a problem 
you can track it down more easily. Limit 
or, at least. control access to outside 
systems. If you must internetwork. be 
sure that you maintain audit trail re
cords. again, to track down problems. 
Finally,screen all new software before 
you put it on your LAN. 

Security is as much about prevent
ing data loss from errors as it is about 
preventing intrusion. And intrusion, 
when it occurs. is likelyfrom someone 
inside the company. Youcan gain a lot 
of additional security on your LAN if 
you use common sense and apply
businesslike administrative proce
dures. Security is meant to keep your 
business your business. But it's also 
meant to help users do their jobs safely 
and conveniently. If you carefully per
form risk and exposure assessment. 
you willhave a system that can work for 
your company and give you far fewer 
headaches. a 
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NIST GroupExploresRisk.AssessmentPackages 
Works to understand assets,vulnerabilities, threatsand costsof safeguards 

By GARYH. ANTHES 

Security specialists from the
National Institute of Standards 
and Technology and the Na
tional Computer Security 
Center (NCSC)have embarked 
on a project to dream up
disaster scenarios - the worst 
nightmares of computer manag
ers, including computer center 
fires, destruction of data, vi
ruses and other mischief. 

Anticipating the worst is all 
in a day's work for the people 
in NIST's Risk Management 
Research Laboratory, estab
lished 18months ago to advance 
the state of the art in assessing 
and managing the risks associ
ated with maintainingand using 
computer systems. 

Putting together the risk 
scenarios is the second phase 
in a major effort by the lab to 
improve, expand and standard
ize the patch-quilt of methods 
that have evolved for identify
ing risks and for safeguarding 
against them. In the first phase, 
nearing completion, the lab 
evaluated two dozen risk-
assessment packages and used
them as the basis for construct
ing a conceptual framework for 
risk management. . 

The laboratory this year is 
funded mostly by NCSC - a 
unit of the Defense Depart
ment's National Security 
Agency - and staffed by 
personnel from NIST. The 
laboratory was established in 
part as a response to an Office 
of Management and Budget
directive that in 1985mandated 
periodic risk analysis for all 
federal systems.

It also was formed as it 

became apparent that the need 
for risk management was in
creasing faster than the sophis-. 
tication of the tools available to 
support iL "Everyone says do 
risk analysis, but no one really 
knows how to do it," said 
Eugene F. Troy, head of the 
Computer Security Assistance 
Group of NIST's Computer 
Security Division. 

The software packages ex
cS1Tlinedso far all reflect differ
ent ideas about what risk 
assessment means, he said. 
"Risk analysis can run the 
gamut from back of the enve
lope to a quarter-million
dollar report." 

Basic Framework 
Nevertheless, the packages 

have provided a basis for the 
framework, which Troy said 
\\;11give guidance to agencies 
that wish to improve the secu
rity of their computer systems
and facilities. The framework 
also can serve as a checklist for 
preparing requests for propos
als and for evaluating vendor 
offerings.he said. 

The objective of the frame
work is to tie together in a 
systematic way key elements 
involved in risk management 
and to explain their relation
ships qualitatively. The ele. 
ments include assets, threats, 
vulnerabilities, consequences, 
safeguards and the cost of 
safeguards. 

The lab also will present for 
comment drafts of its risk 
scenarios. 

Each of the packages exam
ined so far addresses part ofthe 
risk-management process, but 
none is all-encompassing,said 

Irene Gilbert, who heads the 
lab. Another problem is that 
packages alleged to measure 
the same things do not always 
give consistent results.

The standard test scenarios 
- which will encompass areas 
such as applications software, 
computer networks and data 
center facilities - can be used 
to evaluate and calibrate the 
packages. They can be used to 
see U a parUcular package or 
approachis able to identify the 
security flawsbuilt into the test 
cases, Gilbert said. 

The lab will not develop its 
own packages, nor will it test 
or endorse them, Gilbert said. 
The framework and scenarios 
may be used by agencies and 

vendors to develop new risk-
management methodologies,
Gilbert said. "We want to 
encourage vendors to develop 
packagesthat meet the require
ments of a broad spectrum of 
computer environments." 

Troy said that developing 
risk-management packages is 
not a tri\;al undertaking, \\ith 
companies typica11yinvesting 
more than $1 millionin them. 

Work on the framework and 
the test cases eventually will 
find its way into a new Federal 
Infonnation Processing Stan
dard on risk management in 
federal computer environ
ments. The FIPS is likely to 
be published in 1991 or 1992, 
Troy said. ~ 
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Crackdown
 
onsoftwarepirates
 
Industry watchdogs.re.n~w efforts to curb illegal copying 

BY JANET MASON 

oftware piracy wears a 
reputation of cloaked in
trigue - DickTracy 
tracking down illicit re
tail operations on crowd
ed Hong Kong streets 
and corporate bad guys 
churning out pirated 
disks for companywide 
use. 

Less notice has been paid to 
the casual pirate - the weU
meaning employee who replaces 

M.- ia . Philadelp/lia-bued free
lance joumaIiat. 

the company-issued word pro
cessing program with his own
and then aUows co-worlters to 
copyit Or the staff member who 
pirates company disks for home 
use. 

But more and more, both 
types of pirates are finding that 
they are risking more than just a 
guilty conscience by ill~gaUy 
copyingsoftware. Corporations, 
computer dealers, rental opera
tions, universities and bulletin 
boards are increasingly being 
taken to task by software indus
try watchdogs. 

In recent months, industry 
trade associations have begun 

... 

stepping up educational and pre
vention efforts u part of an anti-
piracy crusade. Groups such u 
Adapso, a Washington, D.C.
based computer and software 
services association, Software 
Publishen Association (SPA) 
and Business Software Alliance 
(BSA) have been consulting reo 
tailen and the publishing indus
try on how to avoid copyright in
fringementa. 

Moreover. the maturing soft
ware industry hu begun to initi
ate the same protective steps 
taken by other inteUectual pr0p
erty industries, such u movie. 
record and book companies, ac

cording to legal experts. 
"In the past 20 months, (SPA) 

has brought 30 lawsuits against 
offenders," says Mary Jane 
Saunders, SPA general counsel 
and an attorney who handles do
mestic piracy issues (see story 
page 115). 

"The SPA has plastered the 
world with brochures to inform 
people that piracy destroys the 
valuable resource of commercial 
software," says DoM B. Parker, 
a senior management consultant 
at Menlo Park, CaIif.-basedSRI 
International,Inc. 

The general notion of soft
ware piracy as an unethical prac
tice is being driven home by ex
pensive lawsuits brought against 
major corporations and other of. 
fenders pirating software. 

Although those who make iJ
legal copies are rarely prosecut
ed, purclwen 01large amounts 
of illegal software can receive a 
$50,000 fine under U.S. Code 
Section 17 Copyright Law. 

With the help of an amended 
trade act, international strides 
have been made in closing the 
doors of illicit retaiJ and maiJ-or
der software operations in the 
Far East and filing lawsuits 
apinst European corporate in
&iDiers. 

Counterf.1ts abound 
Software vendors say they are 
fighting for their very existence 
Inmovingapinat piracy. 

In what he deems a conserva
tive estimate of the amount of 

. U.s. illegal software in circula
tion, Peter Beruk at SPA says 

, GooIothat "for every legal software 

........
 

·U.S., foreign oHenderl eyed 

Annuallos.e. e.tlmated at $4.1 billion 

· 'Plracy destroys legal loftware' 
Copyright 1990 by CW Publishing Inc., 

·
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packaie in UK', there it another' illeaal 
one." 

Some IIY thai thai number it as hiah 18 
five illeaal copie. fIKevery lea.1 one, aclda 
Bendt, who it .Iitiiltion project manaaer 
It the Waahinaton, D.C..baled aaaocia
tion. 

Addina fuel to the fire are .tate aien
cies, which have found - in a precedent. 
Wllln. court case Involvina the Univeni
ty of Calilomi~ at Loa Mieles - thai 
they Ire curnnlly .~.empt from U.5. 
copynahl law, And rental opentiona, 
both leaitimate and thole rentina pinted 
disks, are under increasina ICNtiny. 
Alona with penonal computer software, 
whIChis easily copied, cumbersome main. 
(rame software has also had pincy prob

lema, thouah more nrely. 
SRl'a Pariter cld'mea aottware piracy 

all "crimoid" in the _ that it ia one of 

a atrinl of hot computer newa topica that 
include invulon 01 privacy, hacken and 
computer ...vu-. 

"It became a crimoid in the early 
19801," Parter explaina. "At that time, 
180ftware piracy) WII aeriouaIy threaten. 
ilia the computer induatry to the extent 
that it wu about to de.troy it." 

For 80ftwue vendon, the. intriaue 01 
piracy tranalatea into atark bouom-Iine 
Ioeaea. Worldwide hardware and aottwue 

Iouea (rom copyriaht inlrinaement total 
".1 billion aMully, 11)'1 Tom Sherman, 
an analyst at the U .5, International Trade 
Coouniaaion. 

Copyleftsvs. copyrights
 
Mention software pincy to Richard M. 
Stallman. and you're in for a novel re
aponse. "What's tha!?" he'U ask. It's 
an unusual reaction for somebody en
trenched in the software industry. 
However, liven Stallman's back-
around - proarammer, computer in. 
dustry outlaw and MIT'a"last hader" 
- his answer is far from surprisina. 

"Software licensina is antisocial, 

~::t~n ~e:; 
. fromyourneiah

. 11)'1, "and it ~ 

. hibits the arowth 
of the technol

. o~." 
_ Stallman re-a

tuses to use any li

censed commercial software ond has 
spent hours in a aamped MIT labon
tory developing proarams that enable 
usen to view the IOIII'cecode and im
prove on it if they with. Based on the
hacken' aeed that aU :ntormation 
must be free to further collective 800
etal knowledge, he has founded The 
Free Software Foundation as alepl al
ternative to copynahted 8oftware. 

Housed on MIT's ampus, the foun
dation provides "copylefu" that ell
lUre proarams are freely distributed 
and not incorporated into for-profit 
proarams. Despite ita renepde atti
tude, the foundation it supported by 
some corporate huvyweiahu. The 
Next, Inc. computer comes bundled 
with the software. Other firms, inchad
ina Hewlett-Packard Co., BullH. N.1n
formation Systems, Inc., Nynex Corp, 
and NCR Corp.. support the (ounda
tion. . 

The proanms - which run on Dia' 
ita! . Equipment Corp. VAXs. other 
minicomputen and Int~1Corp. 80386
based personal compute" - are not 

euctly free. They are sold on maillet
it upes that cost S 1SO plus shippina 
.,.:1 handlina, However. II Jay Fenla-
IOn, one of the foundation's two fuU
time proenmmen, lIys. "Our prima
ry purpose is to develop aottware, not 
to make tapes. so we trY to discouraae 
,ItOple from buyina upes and instead 
mak~ copies from their colleaiIJeL"

The foundation distributes an en
tire development system that ulti
mately will include applications for 
both proanmmen and nonproanm
men and an operating system that reo 
port~y rivals Unix; 

: bon." Stallman 01 busineaa." Stallman counten this by 

Currently, the moat popular pro
aram it an editor called £maca. The 
foundation alto distn'butea a widely 

uaed compiler, and prognmmen are 
worldna on a spreadsheet product. 

Despite the biah level 01 corporate 
backina - which.aIonawith individ
ual contributions, IIIpporU the founda
tion - not everyone ia pleased with 
what the aroup atanda for. 

One commercial aott ware analyst 

ac:cuses Stallman of aeatina an opent. 
ilia aystem desianed "to put Unix out 

expIainina that be ia limply autina a 
proaram that people need. which will 
further society by encouraaina the 
spread of knowledae. 

However, there are thoee who 

couIcI DOt disaaree more with Stall-
man', vie.., LepJ threats aaide. ~ 
ponents "y that pintina software car-
riel repercussiona that can clamaae the 
productivity 01 an entire indllltry and 
individual users. 

Mary Jane Saunden at Software 
Publishers Association (SPA) arauea 

that aottwue piracy neptively aCfecta 
aD uaen by drivina up pricea and cIi
vertini funds uaed for reaearch and de
ftIopment. 

Saunclen. who ia aenenll counaeIat 
the IDXiation,lIYS that about IS" to 
~ 01axponte pnXita are returned 
to R6D, which later benefita ~ 
en in the form 01 aottware product up

dates and DeWYeI'IionI. ''U mxIon 
don't have the revenue to match cfiatri. 

bution 01 their producta. they cIaII't 
have much to Rtum to R6D:' aile 
IIY'. 

t.ltimately. piney couJcI result in 

~er~ 
to market, aile
 
IIYS. "U people . I '
 

areSIealina ~_ 
don' property, 
there it 00 incen
tive" to develop ~new Jl8Ckaaea, 
aile claima. 

Immediate repercuuionl 01 IIIina 
pinted software include the lack 01 
cIocwnentation and technica1lUpport. 
"1n the short term. you aet the pro-
aram."IIYS Peter Bendt, SPA's titip.' 
lion project manaaer. "but you won't 
receive docwnentation or be able to 
caUthe support number without a seri
al number," 

JANET MASON 

Since then, aoflwar~ companies have 
tried a aeriea 01 tKhnoloaJcal 8DlutJOll" 
auch U, IIIOIt notably, dilks that cannot 
be copied. which were "aU thwarted by an 
InnY 01 hacken." Sherman c.IaIma. 

Wan"", ahot ,.,... 
Corporationa received a wamine last June 
wilen Facta 01\ PIle, Inc.. a New Yortl. 
baled publiahina company, reached a IIX
rllW'e OUI-G<oult wttlement WIth five 
80ftware vencIon that, with tbeJleIp d 
SPA. filed a auit 01\ the arounda that the 

company had copied their proarama. 
The cue WII the rant to be rded by 

multiple vendon apinat a corporation. 
SPA baa aJaowtlled four other corporate 
pincy calel out 01court with the provi
lion that the IKpnilationa' names would 
not be relealed. CurTently, the associa
tion haa aix C8JeI pendina apinst corpo
ntionL 

AI a rault 01the Faeta on rile case. a 
major ac.countinafirm sx-ted articles per. 
tainina to the IaWlllit01\bulletin boards in 
aD01ita corporate locations with a memo 
(rom top manaaement llrina, "Don't let 
this ever happen to us." SPA', Saunden 
pointa out that the same rll'1llencouraaes 
its clienta to haft CDrpOntewide pincy 
contracts and audita. 

SPA haa pursued inlormal corporate 
software audits with two cIor.en compa
nie8 to avoid the expense and embanua
men! asaociated with lawwuits. With the 

company'a c:oopention. SPA sends in its 
own investiptor to compare instaDed 
software 011 bard diskt with corponte 
purchasina recorda. 

"When we find Plnled soflware." 
Saunden upilln., "the company hu 10 
destroy It, pay UI a penalty - which I' 
leu than it w~ had taken them 10coun 
and then buy leaal copoes 01 the 80ft. 
ware." 

He II~ thai hli organlZltlOllha. (ound 
that if a company ~s not pay attenllon 
to 80ftware - despue UI poloan - U " 
likely to aet Plrlled. SPA usuallySUO...I, 
a corponte audit when u rtndl a compan) 
...a.b an unenforced corporate sofl war.. 
policy. The associatIon alto prOVIde!.a 
adf-impoaed contnct and audit proaram 
for companies. 

Policy needed
 
Par1reremphasues that a corporat~ elton
 
&pinat softwwr~ptney IIarti WIthan or.
 
pniAlional pulley. ba~k..d up WIth IIHI.
 
ware audits and foUowedup by sWlltpun.

ishment ofoIfenden. 

The contnct, which Parker IUllest. 
employees ahouJd~'" once a year, should 
atlle that, "We.lla cOmpany,do not ~n' 
pae in 80ftware pincy, and our purchas. 
ilia function should pursue site licenses 
and laraer acale purcllasma. .. 

Parter "ys the contnct may help the 
company in a lawsuit - prOVIded that the 
policy has been enforced. His recommen. 
dations come throuah SRI's Wormat,on 
Intearity Institute, which acts as a clear
inahouse for SOmajor companies 10shar~ 
inlormation on computer secunty, includ. 
ilia piracy. . 

ParlIer also sUllosts that comparues 
code their disks by buying corponle dIsks 
in a certain color. or brand so IhaI 
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1976 to tile U.S. Congress. The goal, Pa-
Ienski expIaina, "is to close the state 
1gency lo0phoie." 

Dave Eskn, chairman 01 both Ada.
and Pan80pbic Systems, Inc., in Lisle, DI., 
testmed before the Senate Subcommittee 

01 Patenta, Copyrig/Ita and Trademarlcs 
that since the decision, it has become 
harder to c:Ic8e deaJa with ltate 1gencies 

MINI POLL 

Handlinga 
toughissue 

H
OW do you handle the 
sticky issue 01 iDepJ 
soItware dupliation? 
We aaked that question 
01 aome IS chiefs: 

DONALD WHITTINGTON 

MIS.......
 

-. c.. 

We have I written policy that for
bida IIDIUthorized copying. Howev
e.., haYing the policy is one thing, 
enforcing it another. In many c:ases, 
it'l bani to track the originator, and 
what can you do if aomeone comes 

inatter hours and makes copies? 
U we did fmd employees copying 

aottware, we'd warn them against 
continuing to do so. I've found, how-
eYI:I', that since we've put our policy 
in writing, illepJ copying has not 
been a problem. 

CHRIS PORCH 
~JI"ll 
c ~ 

c:-y--.,.......
 
We do not have a formal policy for 
dealing with duplication, but being 
pet oil large bank - Security Pa. 
cific Bank - we've got auditors in 
here once or twice I year to take in
ftIItory 01 the bani drives. The 
IIIIICiI larger issue we're wdrried 
lbout is viruaea. But 1 do warn pe0
ple that pirating soItware is not con
doaed. It'l not the iDdividuai that 

will get fired, it's me. Large orgmi-
IIIiana like OUI'Icould get stiff pen
aIIie8 if copJing occurred. I thiDk 
the courts are geared toward bang
iDe corporstiollL 

We buy a lot 01 soItware, and I 
tbink site Iic:ensea for corporationa 
oar Bile would go along _y in help
iDe usc:ombat piracy. 

ALLIN HIAD 

.....
~L II ....... 

fl8werc.,.. 
I" r . 
We have I formal company policy 
ltating, "Thou ::halt not duplicate 
IOttware," and that policy is weU. 
esdon:ed.U we catch __ a 
fim time, we'D WVII him. For lleC' 
oodotfenae, we'd have to take more 
drutic Iction. 

People are not restnined from 
buying sottwve for their work. U 
!bey need Lotus' 1.2-3, we'D buy it 
for IIIem.. That encouragement 
helps deter sott~ piney. 

on mainframe soIt~ sales because the 
1gencies have no incentive to Iicenae the 
product. 

PaIenski says he expecta the legiaIa
tion to be puoed in early 1990, thus 
th~g piney by state orpnizationa, 
although, he adds. "In thia town, I 
wouldn't be surprised by anything," 

piracy 
Beyond U.s. Ihorea, IGftware pirats 011 
bath haIvea 01the /xmi8cIO.ft haftileea 
thicIt II thievea. The retail and maiJ.GnIer 
piney marIIet ill the Fa' Eaat baa ~ 
been compounded with aIqIOI'Ite piney 
aaea in Hong Kong, In Europe, corporate 
piney has become wide8jk...d in certaia
countries. 

Spurred by a maturiq microcomputer 
bale in fOteign COUDtrie8 and amend
menta to the Trade Act. the IGftware ill
dustry has IiDked hands with the book 

publishing. recording and motiao picture 
aaaoc:iationa under the auapicea 01 the In
temationallnteilectulll'roperty Alliance 
(IlPA), formed in 1985. 

Before 1984, the Trade Act coataiaed 

prcMsioaa that prorided duty-free eatry 
01 goods normally tariffed into deftIopiaa 
aationa. It aIao did DOt apreasIy protect 
copyrighted ifttellectual property 01 8111 
sort. 

With I mature market in inItaIIed 
bales 0I1IIicrocomput.! Yidea C8I8IItte 
recorders and ~ alpJiag led!
noIogy, the heada 01 iDteDectuaI property 
asaociationa found I'IIIIp8IIt copyright ill
fringementa during I trip to the Far Eaat. 

Hence, the aUied industries filed I re

port with the u.s. Trade Repre!oentative 
o'fJCe, which paued an amended Trade 
Act explicitly to protect intellectual pr0p
erty in foreign aJUIItrieL U the COUDtrie8 
do not comply, the U.s. Trade Repreeeoo 
tative has the right to imoIre tnde 88IJCo 
tioIIL 

The UPA and ita indiYidua1 members. 
induding BSA, have beea wmang in tan
demwiththe European0--;- (EC) 
0111 aofty, are protectiaadirective. 

U adopted, the direc:tift wiD require 
the 12 EC member atatea to 8IIIeIId their 
Iawa to protect aD IGftware uaed ill their 
COUIIb'Y. The EC's I'arIiammt and the 
CounaeI 01 Miaiatriea are apec:ted to con
aider the direc:tift in the Drat quarter 01 
1990. 

''EaaentiaIly, it wiD protect the c0n
cept that wIleD JOU opeD a abriDk
wrapped pacIIqe 01aoftware, it impIieI 
that I aJIItnCt baa beea eatered," ..,. 
DouglaaE.PbiDipa,praideatoiBSAin 
Waahiagtoo, D.C. 

ReceatIy, BSA has filed aewenI auita ill 
France and Italy and baa iaued a wmIiDg 
in SpaiD. Laat April, ill a nid 01 Maate
m-. an $11 biIIioa ltaIiaD aIqIOI'8Iecon
glomerate, iIm:atiptan fOUDdthat ~ 
01 Lotua DeYeiopmemt Carp. and Aabtoa

. Tlte Carp. IGftware _ iDeg:aIIy copied. 

N'me montha later, the c:aae it aau ill prog
rea. 

Two French companies, lpillet wbich 
BSA flied suit Jut October, include Tete
diffusion de France, I proyider 01 tranI
misaion senic:ea to the brOIdc:ut media, 
and 8anque Paribaa, I fiIIanciaI inatitu
tioa. 

In Spain, BSA baa tried different tIC
tica by IIIJIOUIICiDgto the preaa that the
 
group is planning to conduct I nid apiaat
 
a major Spuush corporation. "Every
 
aJlDpany in Spaia aJUId potentially be 
nided," PhiIIipe llya, "10 this is I warn
ing to them to stop uaing pirated 1Ott
ware," 

Casualtiesof war
 
Receac eftIII8 illthe_OIl piney:.The BuaiMDSoftw8e A8Iciadoa 
(8SA) iaidate8 criIIIiDII ~ 

Vida, I StI8aiIII ~ 
1« ........
 

aIIIJia8.]a..BSA 4lS1!1rl _ ............ 
FaI. SA. 01 BaraIa8. StIIiD.for 
CIIIIJriIbtwr _ .....fn8 01-.sh..U_ 
c:apjeI 01 aoftware JII8de br Aabtoa
TMeCoqa..LotaI On [I~, ~ Carp.. 
MiI::nI8Ift Carp. 8Dd LdIdfect 
Carp. D& 14. JSSa 

PbiDipahopesthia atntecr be
-. II be paiataout, BSAmamben
which include AIdua Carp.. Aabtoa- Tate, 
AIItodeaII. Inc.. Lotua. Mic:raIaft Carp. 
8Dd Wordperfect Carp. - "are in the 
baaiM8 01 deftIopiaa aoftware, DOt Jiti. 
ptiaa." 

111the Far Eiat. ca-. haft beea filed 

inHq Kaac.TalwaandKareI.-. 
other CIOUIItrieI. ADd BSA Ie WIIIItiq witb 

the ~'a Republic 01QdDa to enfarce 
atraDprc:op,rigbtlaw. 

PIraI8cI _In 
The biaeet IUCICeIIatcrJ, perbapa, ia 
SiDppore. PbiDipa repana that I yar 
ago, "pirated IGftware _ carried by 
pIeDty 01 retaillItor'eL" After raida and 

.Nationallaatitate01JUIOcepubIiab
sa new___oa CIIIIIIIPIItG' 
cdme. It ia aimed at beIpiaa auditGn. 
aecurity apert8 8Dd crimiIIaI juatice 
qIIII::ie8 CIIIIIIIIIt \DIIIIIIIer 
c:rim8, iacladlll81inct'. D& l.lSIISl.SIappoNpolice_ BSAraidfmt 
tIqeU 0I1IIIIIIIICted aaftw88 Iinct'. 
Nea _lSIISl. BSA-- It wII tall81ep! ac
tioa a HoacKanapine)' ayndto 
cate that aDeaedIJ cqIied $SO million 
warth01~8Dd __ NtI.. 
11.1" 

I8wIuita lpiaat siz ma;ar retail outIeta 
and an IIIICOftriII8 01 an inremational 
maiI«der opentioa, be...,., the pirated 
aoftware tI'Ide baa really dried up. 

By warIIiaa cbeIy with iIItematioaaI 
and tI'Ide a-=iationa to 

mJid ''beiacaemllAmericalllaJllliDg in 
and teIIIna people bow to bebne." Phil-
IIpe ..,. be ia caaDdeIII that inrematioaal 
pinc)'wiD CIOIICiDaeto be ItyIIIied. 

To think that pinc)' wiD be completely 
eliminated is UIII'e8iiatic. A more attain

able aoaI is to have it pen:eived II risky 
aJDduct. 

"We want to _ to the poiat." P!IiIIips 
...,., "where stealing saftWU'e from the 
Itore and copyingit are _ II the same 
thing,". 
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Memo: Computer Viruses 
and Personal Computers 

Sandra Bogenholm, CSSO 
DOE Center for Computer 
Security 

This was originally written for 
the N-4 group at Los Alamos 
National Laboratory. CSSOs may
wish to edit it to fit local 
conditions and use it to educate 
personal computer users at their 
sites. 

As a personal computer user you 
are responsible for certain data 
protection functions on your PC 
or workstation system that are 
handled automatically by the 
system manager of a mainframe 
system. These functions include 
providing physical security for 
the system and media, providing 
adequate backup for all software 
and data, ensuring that only 
information appropriate to the
authorized levels of classification 
and category is stored or 
processed on your system, and 
ensuring that infected software is 
not run on your computer. 

Recently, many viruses (or related 
code) have been infecting 
computer systems around the 
laboratory. A virus is a "self
propagating Trojan horse, 
composed of a mission 
component, a trigger component, 
and a self-propagating 
component." * A virus can cause 
a number of benign or serious 
problems anything from a 
message on the screen, to data 
alteration, data loss, etc. 

The most likely entry point for a 
virus is at the microcomputer 
level. From there it can spread 
to other micro or mainframe 
computers to which the 
microcomputer is networked or 
with which you share media. As 
a PC user. you are our most 

important line of defense against 
. a costly and embarrassing virus 

infection. By keeping your system
and media free from viral 
infection, you protect not only 
yourself but also users with 
whom you share files. Most of 
us share files with the office 
word processors and other staff, 
SOlet's practice "Safe 
Computing If all of us take the 
responsibility to protect our own 
systems and media, we will all 
be protected. 

Attached is a list of guidelines to 
help you minimize the likelihood 
of a virus infection, diagnose the 
presence of a virus, and respond
in the event of an infection. A 
Telephone Call Checklist (similar 
to a bomb threat telephone 
checklist) is included to help 
you conduct an interview with 
anyone phoning to threaten or 
inform you of a virus attack. 
Please copy the checklist and 
keep it in your phone book along
with the bomb threat instructions. 

Computer Virus Guidelines 

Protection from viral infection 
includes knowing your software 
sources and limiting sources to
commercial ones whenever 
possible. It also includes limiting 
access to your computer and its 
media. Recovery from infection 
is facilitated by having backups 
of the operating system, 
application programs, and data 
f1les and by your keeping several 
previous backups so that you are 
sure you can go back to a point
before the infection to reconstruct 
the system and data. Finally, 
knowing your system and running 
virus detection programs helps 
you monitor your system to
ensure contamination-free files 
and system. 

Preventative and Damage Control
Measures 

A. Backup 

Make frequent data file 
backups and store the diskettes 
or other media in a safe location 
(ideally in a different office and 
building from your computer). 
Files that would be difficult or 
time-consuming to recreate should 
be backed up most often. Practice 
recovering your files from the 
backups. There are commercial 
software programs that can 
quickly back up your hard disk. 
Save the backup diskette sets of 
critical or hard-to-replace fIles for 
at least a year unless they 
become obsolete before then. 

Always make a backup or 
working copy of application 
software; never run directly from 
the distribution disk. If you have 
problems with your disk, 
computer, or a virus, you can
reinstall the software after the 
problem is corrected. 

Never boot your system with 
the original operating system 
diskettes. Make backup copies 
before you install the system 
software, and use them for 
intallation. Write-protect and store 
the original diskettes in a safe 
location. Subsequently, boot 
from the hard disk or from your 
backup copies. Also, never add 
data or programs to the original 
system diskettes. 

The best possible protection 
against virus infection damage or 
other disk problems is a correct 
and thorough backup procedure. 
At the very least, anyone using a 
PC (Mac or mM, etc.) should 
make backup copies on
removable disks of all data fIles 
and application programs. 

B. Software 

1. Unauthorized or 
Noncommercial Software 

Reprinted with permission, from the August 1989 issue of Center for Computer Security News. 
Department of Energy, Center for Computer Security. 
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Do not bring ANY 
unauthorized code (software) into 
the workplace especially software 
downloaded from public bulletin 
boards. Be suspicious of any 
software or software media 
supplied by friends. It is 
recommended that software be 
purchased through normal 
procurement channels or that it 
be reviewed by knowledgeable 
programming/security personnel. 

Do NOT use shareware when 
a commercial product is available. 
Try to obtain source code 
whenever possible. 

If you believe it is necessary 
to use noncommercial software, 
limit your sources to the most 
established, reliable ones. A 
colleague down the hall mayor 
may not be a reliable source 
because he is unlikely to have 
checked the software thoroughly 
(unless he wrote the application 
himselt), even if he has used it 
for some time. (Remember, 
some viruses have a time bomb 
or usage count detonator 
embedded in them). 

If you must use 
noncommercial software, 

- Try to get the source code (not 
just the executable code). - Have 
an experienced 
programmer/security person do a 
security review of the code and 
investigate anything suspicious. 
Ask for software design
documentation and reviews if 
appropriate. - Do anything else 
you can to ensure the safety of 
the code. 

Beware of files you create on 
your home computer and bring to 
work. Has someone used the 
home computer and imported a 
virus? Family members may
have added infected shareware or 
games obtained from friends or 
bulletin boards. Or the 
neighborhood whiz kid may have 
planted an original or copied 
virus on your machine. 

2. Software Development 

Assign sensitive software 
development tasks to trusted 
persons or subject all software to 
independent review before it is
installed. 

Use a two-person rule for 
software and hardware design, 
implementation, testing, and 
review. Better yet, encourage the 
use of good software engineering 
practices and hold design reviews, 
code walk-throughs, etc. Keep 
development and production
isolated from each other. 

Associate each copy or
module of software with an 
individual who is responsible for
it 

3. Specific Systems 

When you initially install 
your operating system software 
(DOS or MS-DOS users), 
examine the COMMAND. COM 
file. Write down its size, 
creation date and creation time. 
Periodically reexamine 
COMMAND.COM to see if any 
changes in size, date, or time 
have occurred. Such changes 
may mean that a virus has 
corrupted the file. If you note 
unexplainable changes, rebuild 
DOS with the "SYS" command. 

All file servers or networked 
Sun, Apollo, and other computers 
running Unix should have 
anonymous FfP disabled and the 
sendmail utility installed without 
debug. You should recheck these 
after major operating system 
upgrades. 

Check any multiuser system to 
ensure that all anonymous, debug, 
dealer service, and other general 
user identifiers, passwords, and
accounts are disabled. These 
should also be checked after each 
operating system upgrade. 

There are programs available 

for both Macintoshes and IBM 
PCs that can be run periodically
to look for known virus 
behaviors. You should run such 
a program at least once a month, 
but preferably more often. Ask 
your CSSO or computer security 
organization about such detection 
programs. 

4. Write Protection and File 
Locking 

If your operating system 
supports locking files to prevent 
changes (easy to do for 
Macintosh, Unix, and VMS), set 
that protection on all files that 
you seldom change. Although a 
virus can get round this, many 
have not been written to 
anticipate locked files so some 
protection is provided by taking 
this precaution. 

When you obtain new 
software, write-protect the 
distribution disk or tape before 
making a backup or working 
copy or installing the software on 
your hard-disk. Just inserting a 
disk in an infected system can be 
enough to corrupt the diskette. 
In fact, it is always a good idea 
to use write-protected disks 
unless you know you will need to
write to a disk. 

When you use commercial 
software, try to avoid packages 
that use copy protection. This 
allows you to follow the 
preceding suggestion. 
Applications and data can be kept 
on write-protected removable 
media (cartridge drives or 
floppies) and inserted into a 
workstation only when needed. 

5. Miscellaneous 

Test every unknown program 
before system-wide release 
(preferably on an isolated 
system). 

Use password security if 
available. 

http:COMMAND.COM
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Report any unauthorized. use 
of your system to your CSSO. 

If you believe your system 
has high vulnerability to a virus, 
contact your CSSO or computer 
security organization. They may 
be able to aid you in the use of 
virus detection software. 
Make it a practice to power down 
your microcomputer overnight,
and do not leave diskettes in the 
disk drives overnight. You may 
wish to install a locking device 
on the power switch to prevent 
unauthorized access to your 
computer. 

Have standard recovery 
procedures in place. Now is a 
good time to develop a 
contingency plan. 

Diagnosing the Presence of a 
VIrus 

The best way to detect the 
presence of a computer virus is 
to be as familiar as possible with 
the way your computer runs in 
daily operation. In addition, look 
for the following indications of 
system contamination: 

Program or data files 
mysteriously disappear. 

Unusual messages appear on
the screen. Some v.iruses even 
announce that your system has 
been infected. 

An unusual number of 
program or system crashes or 
print errors occur. 

Sudden, unexplainable 
reductions in system memory or 
disk space occur. 

Your computer seems to run 
more slowly than normal. 

Program loads take longer
 
than normal.
 

An unusual number of disk 
accesses occur. 

Disk drive access lights come 
on for no apparent reason. 

An executable file, 
particularly COMMAND. COM, 
changes in size. 

Unexplainable hidden fIles 
appear. ..IBM.PC-DOS V4.0 has . 
three hidden fIles, earlier versions 
have two. But be aware that 
some application software does 
create legitimate hidden fIles. 

On a Macintosh some icons 
(in particular, those representing 
the Scrapbook and Notebook) 
change in appearance. 

Responding if You think You 
have a Virus 

Record all you can about the 
circumstances and details. 

If a strange message appears 
on the screen, record the EXACT 
content of the message. 

Do nothing irrevocable. Do 
not reformat the disk. Do not 
turn the system power off. 

Ask yourself: Is my computer 
attached in any way to another 
computer? If so, should this 
connection be broken until the 
problem is solved? 

Try to isolate the hardware 
and software that you suspect is 
infected. 

Contact your CSSO for help. 
If the CSSO is not available, 
contact your supervisor or 
computer security organization, 
and notify the CSSO as soon as 
possible. 

Prevent the transmission of 
any suspected software across any 
network. 

Try to establish the source by
 
thinking about where your
 
software came from, who has
 
been using your machine, etc. 

Don't try suspicious software
 
on another system use a
 
completely isolated and cleansed
 
system and only if you know
 
what you are doing.
 

The advice in this article is 
based in part on information 

.kindly offered by the Kansas City 
Computer Virus Team at Allied 
Signal, Inc., R. K. Wallace, X
DO, Los Alamos National 
Laboratory and Jared Dreicer, 
DOE Center for Computer 
Security, LANL. 

Computer Virus Telephone 
Checklist 

Time. 
Date 

1. Ask the caller's name. 

2. Try to determine if the caller 
is offsite or within the 
organization. 

3. Try to get another person on 
the line with you. 

4. Ask what computer system or 
what type of computer it will 
affecL 

5. If the caller says it is a virus, 
ask the following questions: 

A. Where is the source of 
attack for the virus-network, 
phone port, imported software, 
etc. 

B. What will the virus do 
to show its presence; what is its
ultimate effect? 

C. Why is the virus here? 
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D. What will disann the virus? 

6. Note background noises on the 
line-music, traffic, motors, or 
unusual sounds. 

7. Think about the caller: 

Male. 
Female 

Any accent or speech 
impediment? 

Anything familiar or 
unusual? 

8. When the call is completed: 

A. Call your CSSO or 
computer security organization. 

B. If appropriate, call 
the DOE Center for Computer 
Security (FrS) 843-0444 or (505) 
667-0444. 

C. Tell your supervisor 
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TURINGAWARDlECTURE 

Reflections on TrustingTrust
 
To what extent should one trust a statement that a program is free of Trojan 
horses? Perhaps it is more important to trust the people who wrote the 
software. 

Originally published in Communications of the ACM, Vol 7, Number 8, August 1984. 
Copyright 1984, Association for Computing Machinery, Inc., reprinted by permission. 

KEN THOMPSON 

INTRODUCTION programs. I would like to present to you the cutest 
I thank the ACM for this award. I can't help but feel program I ever wrote. I will do this in three stages and 
that I am receiving this honor for timing and serendip try to bring it together at the end. 
ity as much as technical merit. UNIX! swept into popu
larity with an industry-wide change from central main- STAGE I 
frames to autonomous minis. I suspect that Daniel Bob-
row [1] would be here instead of me if he could not 
afford a PDP-I0 and had had to "settle" for a PDP-11. 

In college. before video games. we would amuse our
selves by posing programming exercises. One of the 

Moreover. the current state of UNIX is the result of the 
labors of a large number of people. 

There is an old adage. "Dance with the one that 
brought you." which means that I should talk about 
UNIX. I have not worked on mainstream UNIX in many 
years. yet I continue to get undeserved credit for the 
work of others. Therefore. I am not going to talk about 
UNIX. but I want to thank everyone who has contrib
uted. 

That brings me to Dennis Ritchie. Our collaboration 
has been a thing of beauty. In the ten years that we 
have worked together. I can recall only one case of 
miscoordination of work. On that occasion. I discovered 
that we both had written the same 20-line assembly 
language program. I compared the sources and was as
tounded to find that they matched character-for-char
acter. The result of our work together has been far 
greater than the work that we each contributed. 

I am a programmer. On my 1040 form. that is what I 
put down as my occupation. As a programmer. I write 

favorites was to write the shortest self-reproducing pro
gram. Since this is an exercise divorced from reality, 
the usual vehicle was FORTRAN. Actually. FORTRAN 
was the language of choice for the same reason that 
three-legged races are popular. 

More precisely stated. the problem is to write a 
source program that. when compiled and executed. will 
produce as output an exact copy of its source. lf you 
have never done this. I urge you to try it on your own. 
The discovery of how to do it is a revelation that far . 
surpasses any benefit obtained by being told how to do 
it. The part about "shortest" was just an incentive to 
demonstrate skill and determine a winner. 

Figure 1 shows a self-reproducing program in the C3 
programming language. (The purist will note that the 
program is not precisely a self-reproducing program. 
but will produce a self-reproducing program.) This en
try is much too large to win a prize. but it demonstrates 
the technique and has two important properties that I 
need to complete my story: 1) This program can be 
easily written by another program. 2) This program can 
contain an arbitrary amount of excess baggage that will 

I UNIX is 0 ..oaemork of AT"T Oell LAborelonos. be reproduced along with the main algorithm. In the 
<C1984 0OOI-0782/84/08~761 75C example. even the comment is reproduced. 

.-\ugust 198-1 ~'olumt li Numutr 8 Communrcatlons ,'f tht ACM 761 
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Tumrg :\/Llard Lfcrur" 

cI'Iars[ J - I 
'\I', 
'0'. 
'\n', 
'I',
'.' 

'\n', 

'\n', 

'J' ,'.' 

'\n', 
(213 lines deleted) 
o 

I; 

/. 
o The string s is a 
o representation of the body 

o of this program from '0' 
o to the end, 

0/ 

main( )
 
I
 

inti;
 

printf(.char\ts[ ] - I\n '); 
for(i-O; $[i]; i++) 

printf(.\t%d. \n', $[i]); 
printf(.%s', $); 

I 
Here are some simpletransliterationsto allow 

a non-Cprogrammerto read this code. 
assignment 
equal to .Ea, 

1- not equal to .NE. 
++ increment 
'x' Singlecharacter constant 
'xxx' multiplecharacter string 
%d formatto convert to decimal 
%os formatto convert to string 
\I tab character 
\n newlinecharacter 

FIGURE1. 

STAGE n 
The C compiler is written in C. What I am about to 
describe is one of many "chicken and egg" problems 
that arise when compilers are written in their own lan
guage, In this case. I will use a specific example from 
the C compiler. 

C allows a string construct to specify an initialized 
character array. The individual characters in the string 
can be escaped to represent unprintable characters. For 
example.
 

"Hello world\n"
 

represents a string with the character "\n." representing 
the new line character. 

Figure 2.1 is an idealization of the code in the C 
compiler that interprets the character escape sequence. 
This is an amazing piece of code. It "knows" in a com
pletely portable way what character code is compiled 
for a new line in any character set. The act of knowing 

712 CommunlCatrons of tht ACI"f 

then allows it to recompile itself. thus perpetuating the
 
knowledge.
 

Suppose we wish to alter the C compiler to include 
the sequence "\v" to represent the vertical tab charac
ter. The extension to Figure 2.1 is obvious and is pre
sented in Figure 2.2. We then recompile the C com. 
piler. but we get a diagnostic, Obviously. since the bi
nary version of the compiler does not know about "\v," 
the source is not legal C. We must "train" the compiler. 
After it "knows" what "\v" means, then our new 
change will become legal C. We look up on an ASCII 
chart that a vertical tab is decimal 11. We alter our 
source to look like Figure 2.3. Now the old compiler 
accepts the new source. We install the resulting binary 
as the new official C compiler and now we can write 
the portable version the way we had it in Figure 2.2. 

This is a deep concept. It is as close to a "learning" 
program as I have seen. You simply tell it once, then 
you can use this self-referencing definition. 

STAGE ill 
Again.in the C compiler. Figure 3.1 represents the high 
level control of the C compiler where the routine "com

c - next( ); 
if(c !- '\ V) 

retum(c); 
c - next( ); 
if(c-- '\\') 

retum('\ V); 
if(c". 'n') 

return('\n 'I; 

FIGURE 2.2. 

c - next( ); 
if(c!- 'W) 

return(c); 
c - next( ); 
if(c-- '\\') 

return('\V); 
if(c-- 'n') 

retum('\n'); 
if(c :a_ 'v') 

retum('\v'); 

FIGURE 2. 1. 

c - next( ); 
if(c1- 'W) 

retum(c); 
c - next( ); 
if(c-- '\ V) 

return('\\'); 
if(c-- 'n') 

retum('\ n'); 
if(c-- 'v') 

return( 11 )i 

FIGURE 2.3. 

August 1984 Volumt 17 Numbtr 8 
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Tunng ward ucturr 

pile~ is called to compile the next line of source. Figure 
3.2 shows a simple modification to the compiler that 
will deliberately miscompile source whenever a partic
ular pattern is matched. If this were not deliberate. it 
would be called a compiler "bug." Since it is deliberate. 
it should be called a "Trojan horse. " 

The actual bug I planted in the compiler would 
match code in the UNIX "login" command. The re
placement code would miscompile the login command 
so that it would accept either the intended encrypted 
password or a particular known password. Thus if this 
code were installed in binary and the binary were used 
to compile the login command. I could log into that 
system as any user. 

Such blatant code would not go undetected for long. 
Even the most casual. perusal of the source of the C 
compiler would raise suspicions. 

The final step is represented in Figure 3.3. This sim
ply adds a second Trojan horse to the one that already 
exists. The second pattern is aimed at the C compiler. 
The replacement code is a Stage I self-reproducing pro
gram that inserts both Trojan horses into the compiler. 
This requires a learning phase as in the Stage U exam
ple. First we compile the modified source with the nor
mal C compiler to produce a bugged binary. We install 
this binary as the official C. We can now remove the 
bugs from the source of the compiler and the new bi
nary will reinsert the bugs whenever it is compiled. Of 
course. the login command will remain bugged with no 
trace in source anywhere. 

compile(s) 
char os; 

FIGURE 3.1. 

complle(s)
 
cnar os;
 

if(match(s. 'pattern") I 
compile("bug'); 
return: 

FIGURE3.2. 

complle(S)
 
d'lar os;
 
I
 

it(matd1(s. 'pattern1 j) I 
comJ)d8("bug1 j; 
return; 

I 
if(matc:h(s. 'pattern 2'» I 

compile ('bug 2"); 
return: 

FIGURE 3.3. 
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MORAL 

The moral is obvious. You can't trust code that you did 
not totally create yourself. (Especially code from com
panies that employ people like me.) No amount of 
source-level verification or scrutiny will protect you 
from using untrusted code. In demonstrating the possi
bility of this kind of attack. I picked on the C compiler. 
I could have picked on any program-handling program 
such as an assembler. a loader. or even hardware mi
crocode. As the level of program gets lower. these bugs 
will be harder and harder to detect. A well-installed 
microcode bug will be almost impossible to detect. 

After trying to convince you that I cannot be trusted. 
I wish to moralize. I would like to criticize the press in 
its handling of the "hackers." the 414 gang. the Dalton 
gang. ete. The acts performed by these kids are vandal
ism at best and probably trespass and theft at worst. It 
is only the inadequacy of the criminal code that saves 
the hackers from very serious prosecution. The compa
nies that are vulnerable to this activity. (and most large 
companies are very vulnerable) are pressing hard to 
update the criminal code. Unauthorized access to com
puter systems is already a serious crime in a few states 
and is currently being addressed in many more state 
legislatures as well as Congress. 

There is an explosive situation brewing. On the one 
hand. the press. television. and movies make heros of 
vandals by calling them whiz kids. On the other hand. 
the acts performed by these kids will soon be punisha
ble by years in prison. 

I have watched kids testifying before Congress. It is 
clear that they are completely unaware of the serious
ness of their acts. There is obviously a cultural gap. The 
act of breaking into a computer system has to have the 
same social stigma as breaking into a neighbor's house. 
It should not matter that the neighbor's door is un
locked. The press must learn that misguided use of a 
computer is no more amazing than drunk driving of an 
automobile. 

AcJcnawledgmmt. I fint read of the possibility of such 
a Trojan horse in an Air Force critique [4] of the secu
rity of an early implementation of Multics. I cannot find 
a more specific reference to this document. I would 
appreciate it if anyone who can supply this reference 
would let me know. 
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The Science of Computing 

Late in the evening of 2 No- The Internet Worm could access them because all af
vember 1988, son;teone re fected computers were down. As 

leased a "worm" program into of February 1989, no indictments 
the ARPAnet.The program expro- Peter J. Denning had been filed as authorities pon
priated the resources of each in- dered legal questions. Morris 
vaded computer to generate rep- himself was silent throughout. 
licas of itself on other computers, but did no apparent 
damage. Within hours, it had spread to several thousand 
computers attached to the worldwide Research Internet. 

Computers infested with the worm were soon labor
ing under a huge load of programs that looked like 
innocuous "shell" programs (command interpreters). 
Attempts to kill these programs were ineffective: new 
copies would appear from Internet connections as fast as 
old copies were deleted. Many systems had to be shut 
down and the security loopholes closed before they 
could be restarted on the network without reinfestation. 

. Fortuitously, the annual meeting of UNIXexperts 
opened at Berkeley on the morning of November 3. They 
quickly went to work to capture and dissect the worm. 
By that evening, they had distributed system fixes to 
close all the security loopholes used by the. worm to 
infest new systems. By the morning of November 4, 
teams at MrI',Berkeley, and other institutions had decom
piled the worm code and examined the worm's structure 
in the programming language C. They were able to 
confirm that the worm did not delete or modify files 
already in a computer. It did not install Trojan horses, 
exploit superuser privileges, or transmit passwords it 
had deciphered. It propagated only by the network 
protocols TCP/IP,and it infested computers running 
Berkeley UNIXbut not AT&TSystem V UNIX.As the 
community of users breathed a collective sigh of relief, 
system administrators installed the fixes, purged all 
copies of the worm, and restarted the downed systems. 
Most hosts were reconnected to the Internet by Novem
ber 6, but the worm's effect lingered: a few hosts were 
still disconnected as late as November 10, and mail 
backlogs did not clear until November 12.

The worm's fast and massive infestation was so 
portentous that the New York Times ran updates on page 
one for a week. The WallStreetJournaland USATodaygave 
it front-page coverage. It was the subject of two articles in 
Science magazine (1, 2). It was covered by the wire 
services, the news shows, and the talk shows. These 
accounts said that over 6,000 computers were infested, 
but later estimates put the actual number between 3,000 
and 4,000, about 5% of those attached to the Internet. 

On November 5 the New York Times broke the story 
that the alleged culprit was Robert T. Morris, a Cornell 
graduate student and son of a well-known computer 
security expert who is the chief scientist at the National 
Computer Security Center. A friend reportedly said that 
Morris intended no disruption; the worm was supposed 
to propagate slowly, but a design error made it unexpect
edly prolific. When he realized what was happening, 
Morris had a friend post on an electronic bulletin board 
instructions telling how to disable the worm-but no one 

Pett'/' [XII/ling /s Dirrctor of tlrc Resnlrch IIIstltute ior Adnlllccd CumpllttT 
Sc/cllce tit tlr.' ."/\5/\ AI/it'S Rt'SttJrclrCmtcr. 

The worm's author went to great lengths to con
found the discovery and analysis of it, a delaying tactic 
that permitted the. massive infestation. By early Decem
ber 1988, Eugene Spafford of Purdue (3), Donn Seeley of 

How the wonn worked 

The Internet worm of November 1988 was a program that 
invaded Sun 3 and VAXcomputerS running versions of the 
BerI<eIey 4.3 UNIXoperating system containing the TCPnp Internet 
protocols. Its sole purpose was to enter new mactlines by 
bypassing 8UIhentIcaIionprocedures and to propagate new 
copies of itself. Itwas prolific.generating on the order of 
hundreds at thousands of copies among several thousand 
machines nationwide. It did not destroy information.give away 
passwon:Is. or implant Trojan horses for later damage. 

. A new worm began life by building a list of remote mactlines
 
to attack. It made its setections from the tables declaring which
 
other machines were trusted by its cunent host, from users'
 
mail.forwardingfiles. from tables by which users give themselves
 
permission for access to remote accounts, and from a program
 
that reports the status of networl<connections. For each of these
 
potential new hosts, it attempI8d entry by a variety of means:
 
masquerading as a user by logging into an account after aacking
 
its password; exploitinga bug in the finger protocol. which reports
 
the whereabouts of a remote user: and exploiting a trapdoor in
 
the debug option of the remote process that receives and sends
 
mail. In parallel with attacks on new hosts. the worm undertook to
 
guess the passwords of user accounts in its cunent host. It first
 
tried the account name and simple permutations of it. then a list
 
of 432 built-inpasswords. and finally aUthe words from the local
 
dictionary. An undetected worm could have spent many days at
 
these pas5'M]rd-a'acI attempts.
 

If any of its attacks on new hosts worked. the wonn would 
find itself in communication with a "shell" program-a command 
int8rpcetet: on the remote machine. It fed that shell a 99-line
 
bootstrap program, together with commands to compile and
 
8X8CUI8 it. and then broke the connection. If the boo1s1rap
 
program started successfully, it would call back the parent worm 
within 120 seconds. The parent worm copied over 8Ildphered 
flies containing the IuDworm code. which was compiled from a 
Coprognun of over 3,000 lines. The parent worm then issued 
commands to construct a new wonn from the enciphered pieces 
and start it. 

The worm also made attempts at population control, looking 
for other worms in the same host and negotiating with them which 
would terminate. However, a worm that agreed to terminate 
would first attacK many hosts before completing its part of the 
bargai't-Iesvin the overall birthrate higher than the dealhrate. 
Moreover. one in seven worms declared itself immortal and 
entIr8Iybypassed any p&I1icipationin population control. 

The worm's author took considerable pains to camouflage it 
The main worm code was 8Ildphered and sent to the remote 
host only when the bootstrap was known to be operating there as 
an aa:amptice. The new worm left no traces in the file system: it 
copied aUits files into memory and deleted them from a system's 
dinJctories. The worm disabled the system function that produces 
"memory.dumps" in case of &nOr.and it kept all character strings 
enciphered so that. in case a memory dump were obtained 
anyway, it would be meaningless. The worm program gave itself 
a name that made it appear as an innocuous shell 10the program 
that lists processes in a system, and il frequently changed its 
process identifier. 

Originally published in American Scientist, Vol 77, March-April 1989.
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Utah (4), and Mark Eichin and Jon Rochlis of Mrr(5) had 
published technical reports about the decompiled worm 
that described the modes of infestation and the methods 
of camouflage. They.were impressed by the worm's 
battery of attacks, saying that, despite errors in the 
source program, the code was competently done. The 
National Computer Security Center requested them and 
others not to publish the decompiled code, fearing that 
troublemakers might reuse the code and modify it for 
destructive acts. Seeley replied that the question is moot 
because the worm published itself in thousands of com
puters. . 

The reactions of the computer science community 
have been passionate. Some editorial writers report that 
Morris has become a folk hero among students and 
programmers, who believe that the community ought to 
be grateful that he showed us weaknesses in our com
puter networks in time to correct them before someone 
launches a malidous attack. The great majority of opin
ion, however, seems to go the other way. Various 
organizations have issued position statements decrying 
the inddent and calling for action to prevent its recur
rence. No other recent break-in has provoked similar 
oukries. . 

The organization Computer Professionals for Sodal 
Responsibility issued a statement calling the release of 
the worm an irresponsible act and declaring that no 
programmer can guarantee that a self-replicating pr0
gram will have no unwanted consequences. The state
ment said that experiments to demonstrate network 
wInerabilities should be done under controlled condi
tions with prior permission, and it calied for codeS of 
ethics that recognize the shared needs of network users. 
Fmally, the statement criticized the National Computer 
Security Center's attempts to block publication of the 
decompiled worm code as short-sighted because an 
effective way to correct widespread security £laws is to 
publish descriptions of those £laws widely.

The boards of directors of the CSNETand BITNET 
networks issued a joint statement deploring the iIrespon
sibility of the worm's author and the disruption in the 
research community caused by the inddent. Their state
ment called for a committee that would issue a code of 
network ethics and propose enforcement procedures. It 
also called for more attention to ethics in university 
curricula. (At Stanford, Helen Nissenbaum and Terry 
Winograd have already initiated a seminar that will 
examine just such questions.) 

The advisory panel for the division of networking
and research infrastructure at NSFendorsed the CSNETI 

BrINErstatement, dting as unethical any disruption of the 
intended use of networks, wasting of resources through 
disruption, destruction of computer-based information, 
compromising of privacy, or actions that make necessary 
an unplanned consumption of resources for control and 
eradication. The Internet Activities Board has drafted a 
similar statement. The president of the Association for 
Computing Machinery called on the computer science 
community to make network hygiene a standard practice 
(6). A congressional bill introduced in July 1988 by Wally 
Herger (R-Calif.) and Robert Carr (D-Mich.), called the 
Computer Virus Eradication Act, will doubtless reappear 
in the 10lst Congress. 

Obviously, all this interest is provoked by the mas
sive scale of the worm's infestation and the queasy 
feeling that follows a close call. It also provides an 
opportunity to review key areas of spedal concern in 
networking. In what follows, I will comment on wIner
abilities of open and closed networks, password protec
tion, and responsible behavior of network users. 

The rich imagery of worms and viruses does not 
promote 0001assessments of what actually happened or 
of what the future might hold. It is interesting that as 
recently as 1982 worm programs were envisaged as 
helpful entities that located and used idle workstations 
for productive purposes (7);.!I1ostpeople no longer make 
this benign interpretation. Some of the media reports 
have mistakenly called the invading program a virus 
rather than a worm. A virus is a code segment that 
embeds itself inside a legitimate program and is activated
 
when the program is; it then embeds another copy of
 
itself in another legitimate but uninfected program, and
 
it usually inflicts damage (8). Because the virus is a more
 
insidious attack, the mistaken use of terminology exag
gerated the seriousness of what had happened. Given
 
that the security weaknesses in the Internet service
 
programs have been repaired, it is unlikely that an attack
 

.against these specific weaknesses could be launched
 
again. 

While it is important not to overestimate the serious
ness of the attack, it is equally important not to under
estimate it. After all, the worm caused a massive disrup
tion of service. 

We should acknowledge a widespread concern that 
grew out of this attack: are networks on which com
merce, transportation, utilities, national defense, space 
Bight, and other critical activities depend also vulnera
ble? This concern arises from an awareness of the extent 

ProtectIng passwords 

The worm's dramatic d8l11Ol1S1ration of the weakness of most 

passwon:I sysI8mS should prompt a thorough examinalion in the 
canI8Xt of networtcs of computers. The following are basic 
de8iderata: 
-Every 8CCIU1t should be prot8d8d by a password. 
~woras should be S1Dr8din an enciphered form. and the file 
contai1ing the enciphered passwords should not be publicly 
ltDC>II&siIJte (it Is in UNIX). 

Pass ads should be deIiberaI8Iy chosen so that simple' 
IIUacIcscannot work-for example. they cauId include a 
pur1CIU8Iionmart<and a numeral. 
-New passwords shOuld be c:hed<8dfor seaJrity-many 
systems have (friendly!) password c:hec:Ian that ad8mpt to 
decipher passwords by sysI8I11aIIcguessing, sending warning 
messagesto UII8nI if they are successfuL 
-To make exI8nSive guessing expeIlSive. the running time of the 
password encrypIIan aIgoriItwn should be made high. on the order 
at one secand. ThIs can be achieved by repeaI8dIy 8IlCiphering 
the password with a fast aIgoriIhm. 
-New cost-elf8clive forms of user auIhendcaIion should be 
empkJyed. including devices to sense personal c:haract8ris1ic 
such as fillgerpI inIs. retinal paItemS. or dynamic signatures. as 
well as magnetic access cards. 
-sees of computers that are mu1UaIIytrusting in the sense that 
login to one CXX1SIIIuteslogin to all need to be carefully oontrolled. 
No c:amput8routside the declared set should have 
unauthentic:ate access. and no computer Inside should grant 
access 10 an outside computer. 

1989 ~tarch-April 127 
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to which the well-being of our society depends on the 
continued proper functioning of vast networks that may 
be fragile. When considering this question, we must bear 
in mind that the In~et is an open network, whereas 
the others are closed. 

What is the risk to an open network? Because the 
Internet is open by design, its computers also contain 
extensive backup systems. Thus, in the worst case, if the 
worm had destroyed all the f1lesin all the computers it 
invaded, most users would have experienced the loss of 
only a day's work. (This contrasts starkly to the threat 
facing most PC users, who because of the lack of effective 
backup mechanisms stand to lose years of work to a virus 
attack.) In addition, users would certainlv loSe access to 
their systems for a day or more as the operations staff 
restored information from backups. 

What are the impliCations for other networks? Com
puters containing proprietary information or supporting 
critical operations are not generally connected to the 
Internet; the few exceptions are guarded by gateways 
that enforce strict access controls. For example, the 
Defense Department's command and control network 
and NASA'Sspace shuttle network are designed for secur
ity and safety; it is virtually impossible for a virus or 
worm to enter from the outside, and interruil mecha
nisms would limit damage from a virus or worm im
planted from the inside. Given that the Internet is de
signed for openness, it is impossible to draw conclusions
about closed networks from this incident. 

Calls to restrict access to the Internet are ill-advised. 
The openness of the Internet is closely aligned with a 
deeply held value of the scientific community, the free 
exchange of research findings. The great majority of 
scientists are willing to accept the risk that their comput
ers might be temporarily disabled by an attack, especially 
if a backup system limits losses to a day's work. 

The next area that ca11sfor special concern is pass
word security. Although trapdoors and other weak
nesses in Internet protocols have been closed, password 
protection is a serious weakness that remains. The risk is 
compounded by "m1,1tuallytrusting hosts:' a design in 
which a group of workstations is treated as a single 
system: access to one constitutes access to all. 

Many PC systems store passwords as unenciphered 
cleartext, or they do not use passwords at all. When 
these systems become part of a set of trusting hosts, they 
are an obvious security weakness. Fortunately, most 
systems do not store passwords as cleartext. In UNIX,for 
example, the login procedure takes the user's password, 
enciphers it, and compares the result with the user's 
enciphered entry in the password file. But one can 
discover passwords from a limited set of candidates by 
enciphering each one and comparing it with the pass
word file until a match is found. One study of password 
files concluded that anywhere from 8 to 30% of the 
passwords were the literal account name or some simple 
variation; for example. an account named "abc" is likely 
to have the password "abc:' "bca:' or "abcabc" (9). The 
worm program used a new version of the password 
encryption algorithm that was nine times faster than the 
regular version in UNIX;this allowed it to try many more 
passwords in a given time and increased its chances of 
breaking into at least one account on a system. Having 
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broken into an account, the worm gained easy access to 
that computer's trusted neighbors. . 

The fmal area of special concern is the behavior of 
people who participate in a 1argenetworked community. 
Although some observers say that the worm was benign, 
most say that the disruption of service and preemption of 
so many man-hours to analyze the worm was a major 
national expense. Some observers have said that the 
wo~ was an innocent experiment gone haywire, but 
the experts who analyzed the code dispute this, saying 
that the many attack modes, the immortality of some 
worms, and the elaborate camouflage all indicate that the 
author intended the worm to propagate widely before it 
was disabled. Most members of the computer science 
community agree that users must accept responsibility 
for the possible wide-ranging effects of their actions and 
that users do not have license to access idle computers 
without permission. They also believe that the profes
sional societies should take the lead in public education 
about the need for responsible use of aitical. data now 
stored extensively in computers. Simi1arly, system ad
ministrators have responsibilities to take steps that will 
minimize the risk of disruption: they should not tolerate 
trapdoors, which permit access without authentication; 
they should strengthen password authentication proce
dures to block guessed-password attacks; they should 
isolate their backup systems from any Internet connec
tion; and they should limit participation in mutually 
trusting groups. 

Certainly the vivid imagery of worms and viruses 
has enabled many outsiders to appreciate the subtlety 
and danger of attacks on computers attached to open 
networks. It has inaeased public appreciation of the 
dependence of important segments of the economy, 
aerospace systems, and defense networks on computers 
and telecommunications. Networks of computers have 
joined other aitical networks that underpin our society-
water, gas, electricity, telephones, air traffic control. 
banking, to name a few. Just as we have worked out 
ways to protect and ensure general respect for these 
other critical systems, we must work out ways to pro
mote secure functioning of networks of computers. We 
cannot separate technology from responsible use. 
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READING LIST
 
OF
 

SELECTED COMPUTER SECURITY ARTICLES
 

This reading list is the product of the Information Exchange .'Working Group of the 
Cmputer and Telecommunications Security Council, a governmentfmdustry technical group 
that was sponsored by NIST from 1987 to 1990. The entries provide tides, sources, and 
reviews of important publications. 

Bugs in the Program: Problems in Federal Government Computer Software 
Development and Regulation. Staff study by the Subcommittee on Investigations and 
Oversight, Committee on Science, Space, and Technology. U.S. House of 
Representatives. August 3, 1989. 35 pages. 

This report is useful because of the many useful references cited and the shon. emphatic quotes that are 
effective in presentations on the need for a fonnal role to be played by information security specialists in the 
software development and acquisition process. 

The detailed report comes from a study of current literature, cases of software failure, and interviews of over 
50 experts including Dr. Peter Neumann from SRI. It documents the disastrous state of software quality and 
reliability including security. Software development methods are described including the failure of the 
waterfall method of user requirements specification followed by implementation. The need for an iterative 
process, e.g., Boehm's Spiral method, is emphasized along with recognizing problems of costing this 
approach. Major software disasters are cited. 

A good presentation on the need for security in the products and development efforts is made but no 
solutions are offered. Ethics and certification of programmers are also discussed. Further study of the 
problem is recommended. 

The Cuckoo's Egg, by Clifford Stoll. Doubleday 1989. 326 pages. 

This is a personnel history of the life of a computer system manager during an IS-month siege by a 
malicious hacker. It is not a technical treatmenL (See Dr. Ston's ACM Communications article May, 1988 
for a technical approach.) The title derives from the Cuckoo bied's practice of putting its eggs in other birds 
nests to hatch. The book's most interesting story describes the metamorphosis of a 1960s Berkeley activist to 
a responsible adult with respect for law and order. The book's strong message is the need to reject and eject 
malicious hackers from the community of computer network users. Chapter 55 is a good case study of the 
German hackers who worked for the KGB. Otherwise, the book makes light and enjoyable reading. 

Final Report on Computer-RelatedCrime, Council of Europe, Publications Division, 
Strasbourg, France or Manhattan Publishing Co., P.O. Box 659, Croton, New York 
10520. 1989. 82 pages. 

Robert E. Smith (Privacy Journal) reports this document as one of the most methodical and useful studies of 
legal issues in computer crime. It contains guidelines for national legislation on computer crime as wen as 
evidentiary. procedural, and other problems of transnational offenses. 
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Computer Crime: Criminal Justice Resource ManUtlI,Second Edition, by Donn B. 
Parker. NCJ 118214 (National Institute of Justice, 800-851-3420,P.O. Box 6000, 
Rockville, MD 20850). 1989. 220 pages. 

This manual, a rewritten edition of the original manual published in 1978, is written for investigators and 
prosecutors of computer crime in the U.S. However, it provides insights on this subject important for 
information secmity specialists. In particular, advice is provided on the requirements for security detection 
controls to produce information acceptable as criminal evidence. Analyses of federal and several state 
computer crime statutes are included. 

Organizing for Computer Crime Investigation and Prosecution, by Catherine H. Conly. 
NCJ 118216. National Institute of Justice. 1989. 124 pages. 

Dedicated Computer Crime Units, by J. Thomas McEwen. NCJ 118215. National 
Institute of Justice. 1989. 129 pages. 

Information Technology Installation Security, Federal Systems Integration and 
Management Center, Office of Technical Assistance, 5203 Leesburg Pike, Suite 400, 
Falls Church, VA 22051. December 1988. 98 pages. 

This publication addresses all government managers having responsibility for information technology. The 
publication is intended to assist them in developing, implementing, and maintaining security policies, 
procedures and techniques. 

Computer Viruses: Dealing with Electronic Vandalism and Programmed Threats, by 
Eugene Spafford, Kathleen Heaphy and David Ferbrache. ADAPSO, 1300 North 
Seventeenth Street, Suite 300, Arlington, VA 22209. 1989. 109 pages. 

This book presents a high-level discussion of computer viruses, exp1aining how they work, who writes them, 
and what they do. It is not a technical reference on viruses. The book dispels common myths about viruses 
and provides simple, effective suggestions on how to protect computer systems against threats. 

Managing Information Resources: New Directions In State Government, Dr. Sharon L. 
Caudel, Dr. Donald A. Marchand with Dr. Stuart L Bretschneider, Ms. Particia T. 
Fletcher, and Mr. Kurt M. Thurmaier. School of Information Studies, Syracuse 
University, 4-206 Center for Science and Technology, Syracuse, NY 13244-4100. 
August, 1989. 307 pages. 

This report is a joint effort between the National Association for State Information Systems, Inc., information 
processing industry companies, and Syracuse University's School of Information Studies which directed the 
research. The principal objectives of the study were to inventory and analyze the management policies and 
practices applied to information and information technology in state governments and to share those 
approaches. 

Security in Open Systems: A Security Framework (ECMA TR/46), European Computer 
Manufacturers Association, 114 Rue du Rhone, 1204 Geneva, Switzerland. July 1988. 
71 pages. 

This technical report provides a framework for the development of standards that support a wide variety of 
security requirements in a multi-user, multi-vendor systems environment. The report gives an overview of 
security requirements from both the operational and the functional point of view. It also gives 
implememation considerations and design requirements relevant to the design of secure systems on the basis 
of this framework. 
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Security in Open Systems Data Elements and Service Definitions (Alice in Wonderland), 
European Computer Manufacturers Association, 114 Rue du Rhone, 1204 Geneva, 
Switzerland. July 1989. 74 pages. 

This ECMA Standard defmes data elements and services for the support of a wide variety of security 
requirements in a multi-user, multi-vendor disuibuted system environmenL The data elements and services 
developed in this standard are based on concepts defmed in ECMA/I'R46: "Security in Open Systems -A 
Security Framework." 

DOE Risk Assessment Instructions, Resource Tables, and Completed Sample -- A 
Structured Approach, Department of Energy's Office of ADP Management and the 
Computer and Technical Security Branch (Raymond Barrow 301-353-3307). Two 
volumes and one diskette. September 1989. 

The guideline presents a simplified, sbUctured approach to the risk assessment process. When completed, the 
risk assessment results produce an Executive Summary which provides a mechanism for briefmg, reviewing, 
and discussing the identified risks with upper management and assists with the identification of resources 
needed to implement appropriate countenneasures. 

Some Technical Security Hazards Associated with Copier and Printer Technologies, 
Defense Copier Security Working Group of the Defense Information Security 
Committee. November 6, 1989. 9 pages. 

This report highlights and discusses several technical security hazards identified during the work of the 
Defense Copier Security Working Group of the Defense Information Security Committee. The hazards exist 
in printers used as automated infonnation system hard copy output devices as well as in copiers. The report 
is not all inclusive; it focuses primarily on copier security procedures and some limited, basic security features 
that support them. The report does address the major security hazards inherent in this equipmenL 

Guide for Selecting Automated Risk Analysis Tools (Special Publication 500-174), Irene 
Gilbert. National Institute of Standards and Technology. October 1989. 26 pages. 

This document recommends a process for selecting automated risk analysis tools. It is intended primarily for 
managers and those responsible for managing risks in computer and telecommunications systems. The 
document describes important considerations for developing selection criteria for acquiring risk: analysis 
software. The infQrmation presented is derived from reviews of risk analysis software tools in the Risk 
Management Laboratory which is cooperatively sponsored by the National Institute of Standards and 
Technology and the National Computer Security Center and from experiences of organizations in the federal 
government and private sectors. 

Computer Security Training Guidelines (Special Publication 500-172), Mary Anne Todd 
and Constance Guitian. National Institute of Standards and Technology. November 
1989. 32 pages. 

This document provides a framework for identifying computer security training requirements for a diversity of 
audiences who should receive some fonn of computer security training. It focuses on learning objectives 
based upon what computer security knowledge is required by an individual in their job. The guide divides 
employees involved in the management, operation, and use of computer systems into five audience categories. 
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Executive Guide To The Protection Of Information Resources (Special Publication 
500-169), Cheryl Helsing, Marianne Swanson, Mary Anne Todd. National Institute of 
Standards and Technology. October 1989. 14 pages. 

This guide is designed to help the policy maker address a host of questions regarding the protection and 
safety of agency computer systems and data processed. It introduces information systems security concerns, 
outlines the management issues that must be addressed by agency policies and programs, and describes 
essential components of.an effective implementation process. 

Management Guide To The Protection Of Information Resources (Special Publication 
500-170), Cheryl Helsing, Marianne Swanson, Mary Anne Todd. National Institute of 
Standards and Technology. October 1989. 14 pages. 

This guide describes the issues that must be addressed by agency managers in meeting their responsibilities to 
protect information resources within their organizations. It outlines the critical elements of an information 
resource protection process that applies to a stand-alone personal computer or to a large data processing 
facility. 

Computer User's Guide To The Protection Of Information Resources Special Publication 
500-171), Cheryl Helsing, Marianne Swanson, Mary Anne Todd. National Institute of 
Standards and Technology. October 1989. 12 pages. 

This guide makes the computer user aware of some of the undesirable things that can happen to data. It 
provides practical solutions for reducing the risks to such threats as unauthorized modification, disclosure, and 
destruction, either deliberate or accidental. 

Data Encryption Standard Fact Sheet, Computer Security Division, National Institute 
of Standards and Technology, (301) 975-2934. January 1990. 9 pages. 

This document addresses those frequently asked questions regarding various aspects of the Data Encryption 
Standard (DES). It provides interested individuals with sources of additional information. The document 
does not issue new policy; rather it summarizes and clarifies existing policies. 

Computers under Attack: Intruders, Worms, and Viruses, Peter Denning, Editor, ACM 
Press, 1990. Or4er Number 706900. $17.50. 150 pages in paperback. (ACM Press, 
11 West 42nd Street, New York, NY 10036. Tel (212) 869-7440, fax (212) 944-1318). 

From the advertisement: "A collection of some of the most informative, provocative, and frightening reports 
on the vulnerability of computer systems to harmful, if not catastrophic, attacks. Denning is editor-in chief of 
Communications of the ACM and is Director of the Research Institute for Advanced Computer Science,
NASA-Ames Research Center. 

Spectacular Computer Crimes, Buck Bloombecker. Dow Jones Irwin, Homewood, IL 
60430. 242 pages. 

This is an interesting book that expresses the unusual legal ideas of the author about famous computer crimes. 
The use of real names of victims and perpetrators in several of the very old, settled cases described does a 
disservice to those people and organizations who should have the right to outlive those painful experiences. 
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Commitment To Security, National Center for Computer Crime Data, (NCCCD, 904 
Daniel Court, Santa Cruz, CA 95062) 1989. 

This report was sponsored by ISSA and several companies by the not-for-profit NCCCD and is the product of 
J.J. Buck Bloombecker and Dr. Stanley Stahl. Copies were sent to all ISSA members free of charge. It 
contains the best and worst of statistics about information security. 

Disaster Recovery Journal, Richard L. Arnold, publisher, 2712 Meramar Drive, St. 
Louis, MO 63129. 

Contingency Journal, Bob Thomas, publisher, 10935 Estate Lane, Suite 375, Dallas, 
TX 75238. 

Crisis Magazine, Robert J. Bogle, publisher, 190 South Warner Road, Suite 100, 
Wayne, PA 19087. 

These are three new trade journals in the disaster recovery and contingency planning field that has become a 
specialty field in itS own right 

Systems Auditability and Control Reports, Institute of Internal Auditors, 249 Maitland 
Ave., Altamonte Springs, FL 32701. Future publication. 

In February 1990, the Institute of Internal Auditors' Research Foundation (ITA) began a year-long 
comprehensive revision of the definitive Systems Auditability and Control (SAC) Reports that it published in 
1977. The original report resulted from a study undertaken for the Foundation by SRI International. The 
revision is under the direction of Price-Waterhouse and is expected to be completed in mid-1991. The project 
is expected to cost more than $1.25 million. $500,000 has already been obtained from IBM. IIA plans call 
for expanding the three volumes of the earlier SAC edition into 10 modules and for supplementing these with 
seminars and video-based training materials. 
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